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comment

In this month’s issue we’re pleased to report
from our first live roundtable event since 2019,
where we brought together a group of FM
thought leaders to discuss ways of delivering
wellbeing and sustainability to the post pandemic
workplace.
During the discussion what emerged were the huge
differences in approach. While many were embracing
hybrid working patterns, there were still those who
insist staff must be in the office full time. It’s a useful
reminder that we can theorise all we like about how
to reposition the workplace, but the culture of each
organisation will greatly influence the outcome.
In order to maintain engagement levels, we need more
of a carrot than a stick to encourage people back into the
workplace. There are a range of approaches FMs can take,
but as the case study on M&G’s workplace solutions teams
ably demonstrates, a growing choice of workplace apps
are useful tools in not only helping steer staff through the
physical office, but can help keep them connected to their
organisation when working remotely.
These apps don’t work in isolation. They put more
pressure on facilities to unpin all the services being
offered, by delivering a safe, comfortable, efficient
and attractive workplace. This is arguably the greatest
challenge for the FM sector since its inception, and was the
main remit of the recent BCO (British Council for Offices)
conference in Manchester (event report).
The conference’s prime purpose was in exploring the
opportunities for the office sector following one of the
biggest shifts in workplace culture in our lifetime. The
overriding conclusion was that despite the challenges for
the office sector, organisations are still primarily office
led, but the workplaces they provide must be as flexible
as possible. As the keynote speaker said, “we need places
that offer much more than a desk.”
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s
happening in the FM sector.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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LEGAL VIEW
WHAT DOES THE EU’S PROPOSAL
ON SUPPLY CHAIN DUE DILIGENCE
MEAN FOR BUSINESSES?
Jessica McGoverne, Director of Policy and Corporate
Aﬀairs at Sedex
In February, the European Commission set out draft legislation with new
rules that will require some companies operating in the European Union
(EU) to conduct social and environmental due diligence in their supply
chains. Companies in the scope of these rules will have to identify risks
to people and the environment, prevent negative impacts in their supply
chains and operations, provide remedy where necessary, and report on their
progress.
Known as the “Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive” and “corporate
sustainability due diligence”, these rules aim to create a level playing ﬁeld for
EU companies in order to protect the people and the environment in global
supply chains.
Although a welcome step forward, the current draft for this legislation
is quite confusing and it may be diﬃcult for businesses to determine what
actions they will need to take. To prepare for the legislation being introduced
across Europe, companies need to understand the requirements in the current
draft, what their business must do and how they already comply, and identify
any gaps they need to address.
Companies aﬀected by the new rules fall into two groups:
• EU companies with more than 500 employees that generate a turnover
greater than EUR 150 million, and non-EU companies that generate a
turnover greater than EUR 150 million in the EU each year.
• EU companies with more than 250 employees that generate a turnover of
more than EUR 40 million, and non-EU companies that generated a turnover
between EUR 40 million – EUR 150 million in the EU in the last ﬁnancial
year, operating in high risk sectors such textiles and leather manufacturing,
agriculture, forestry, ﬁsheries, minerals and mining.
Based on the current draft, companies will have to take a number of steps to
comply with this legislation. These include integrating responsible business
activities into their policies and processes.
First, companies should establish whether they come under the scope
of the legislation. Businesses can also consider which of their suppliers
will be covered by the legislation, and approach these suppliers to work
collaboratively on strategies to address signiﬁcant social and environmental
risks aﬀecting both parties.
Secondly, businesses should start mapping their supply chains to a greater
level of detail through each supplier tier. This will create greater visibility of
their own and suppliers’ operations and help with understanding the risks
to workers and the environment. Companies can contact suppliers from now
to prepare them for related requests, and to ask them to begin collecting any
additional data.
Ultimately, companies covered by the legislation will be legally responsible
for respecting the environment and workers’ rights in their supply
chains. This includes addressing issues such as child or forced labour, and
discrimination. Companies of a certain size will also have to adopt a plan
to ensure that their business strategy is compatible with limiting global
warming to 1.5°C, in line with the Paris Agreement.
One area the current draft legislation will need to be clearer on is how it will
protect workers. At the moment, only businesses that in-scope companies
have lasting relationships with are included for due diligence activities. This
means that factors such as temporary contracts or seasonal suppliers, that
lead to high risks, could be excluded - creating a loophole in the legislation.
These factors represent some of the most at-risk workers and hinder
the detection of issues. If these companies, contracts and workers are
not included in these new rules, they may fall through the gaps - risking
continued damage to workers and the environment.
Once the legislation is adopted at EU-level, the 27 Member States will have
two years to implement the legislative directive into national law. Some EU
countries have already created their own legislation in anticipation of this,
including Germany (Supply Chain Due Diligence Act) and The Netherlands
(Child Labour Due Diligence Act).
In short, the EU’s proposal is an additional reason for businesses to source
responsibly. Doing so doesn’t just help companies comply with legislation
- sourcing responsibly and meeting wider ESG (environmental, social
and governance) requirements are increasingly important for investors,
consumers and business partners, and help companies to build essential longterm resilience in their operations and supply chains.
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SFMI LAUNCH SCOPE 3
STANDARD FOR FM

The Sustainable Facilities Management Index (SFMI) and BAM FM
have officially launched the full open-source guidance for both
FM Providers and in-house FM team to measure and engage on
business carbon emissions.
SFMI and BAM FM, who
announced their partnership last
year to drive a decarbonisation
standard in FM services have
joined forces with an expert
industry peer group of businesses
to develop a standardised
approach to calculate carbon
emissions for the sector.
This project is the first stage of a wider vision where FM will position
itself as a key partner in delivering zero-carbon solutions in the built
environment. The FM industry needs to build a data set to understand
what the true impacts of its emissions are for its customers. This can
then be used to promote greenhouse gas (GHG) management in the
operational stage of the building lifecycle, thereby promoting FM as a
solution for zero-carbon buildings in the future. The vision aims to create a
measurement tool for the sector, develop FM service level emission factors
based on real-life data for more accurate reporting, and build a sectoral
decarbonisation pathway.
To download ‘Scope 3 emissions in FM: Setting the foundations for net
zero’ visit https://www.acclaro-advisory.com/sfmi/scope-3-emissions-fm/

MANUFACTURING OFF
COURSE TO MEET NET
ZERO TARGETS

New survey findings
from buildings
analytics specialists,
CIM, are painting a
worrying picture of
the manufacturing
industry’s transition
to net zero.
This follows a
leading industry
thinktank imploring
the Government to provide more support to the sector to help
reduce emissions. After modelling data from the Office for National
Statistics, the Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) has warned
that without state support the sector will be emitting 5,000 tonnes
of carbon dioxide annually by 2050 and not hit net zero until 2147.
The organisation’s subsequent plea for more funding to improve
energy resilience and sustainability has become even more urgent
following the findings by CIM, who interviewed 100 facilities
managers at hi-tech tier 1 UK manufacturers for it’s the Energy
Blind Spots report. The results found that while 81 per cent of
respondents classed their sites as energy efficient, less than a
third admitted to continually monitoring their facility’s carbon
emissions.
Paul Walsh, General Manager at CIM commented: “The
manufacturing sector is notoriously energy-intensive, so the MTC’s
warnings could not have come soon enough, especially in light of
our own survey’s findings. What this data combined clearly shows
is a fundamental disconnect between what is currently happening
both within manufacturing plants and in the wider sector, and
what is required.”
View The Energy Blind Spots report here https://bit.ly/3agyah9
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Average yield for
commercial rentals
hits six per cent

LORD BICHARD PUBLISHES

DATES FOR THE

L

16-18 MAY 2023

BICHARD RICS REVIEW FM DIARY
ord Michael Bichard has published the Bichard RICS Review into
the Institution’s Purpose, Governance and Strategy, which RICS
Governing Council commissioned last December.

Commercial property
landlords are currently
averaging yields of six
per cent across England,
climbing as high as 8.6
per cent in some regions,
according to new research
by advisory ﬁrm, Revolution
Brokers.
Some areas of the
commercial property sector
took a big hit as a result
of the pandemic as oﬃces
were left empty and many
workers are yet to return
full-time to their desks.
Retail in particular has long
struggled to ﬁnd its place
in an increasingly online
world says Revolution
Brokers, while industrial
sectors are facing numerous
challenges stemming from
the pandemic, Brexit, and
the rising cost of materials
and energy.
Despite this, it added
commercial rental yields are
holding strong and remain
higher than residential
yields. Across England, the
average price for commercial
property is £968,177 while
the average monthly rent
is £4,806. Resulting in an
average yield of six per cent.
In the South East yields are
averaging as high as 8.6 per
cent, followed by the North
East (8.1 per cent), East (7.4
per cent), West Midlands
(5.7 per cent), and East
Midlands (4.8 per cent).
In terms of commercial
stock availability, the South
West is home to the biggest
abundance and the region
currently accounts for 16
per cent of all commercial
stock listed for sale. This is
followed by the North West
(14.9 per cent), East (12.8
per cent), South East (12.5
per cent), and East Midlands
(11.9 per cent).

NEWS & ANALYSIS

The review was a key recommendation of Alison Levitt QC’s report
into historic issues at RICS, which was published in September 2021 into
the events that took place following the commissioning of a Treasury
Management audit in 2018. The 467-page report revealed that the origins
of what went wrong lay in the governance architecture of RICS and
concluded that four Non-Executive Board members who raised legitimate
concerns that the audit had been suppressed, were “wrongly dismissed
from the Management Board” and that “sound governance principles
were not followed”.
Lord Bichard, who received 564 submissions to his Call for Evidence and
met hundreds of members, employees, non-executives and stakeholders
during the six-month Review, stated in his report that the future success
of the organisation “will require nothing less than a transformation of
the Institution carried out at pace” and described the need for change as
“urgent” and “unarguable”.
RICS Governing Council has said it “strongly endorses the report
and recommendations”, which were informed by a global stakeholder
consultation process, and will now “commence work on their practical
implementation”.
The implementation of the recommendations will ensure a strong
foundation on which to deliver the organisation’s purpose, underlining
its role as a Chartered professional body, and will see a strengthened
more autonomous regulatory Board, increased autonomy for the
Institution’s global members, and a renewed focus on delivering for the
public advantage. Key decision making, apart from regulatory decisions
made by the Standards and Regulation Board, will be undertaken by RICS
members.
The report’s recommendations include:
 A renewed and increased focus on the public interest remit of RICS,
including amending the Royal Charter and creating a public interest
panel to advise Governing Council
 Maintaining self-regulation, through greater independence for
regulatory functions
 Increased focus on Diversity and Inclusion across the profession and
within RICS governance
 Empowering and enabling members through greater support for
regional boards, alongside increased member engagement, with
renewed focus on younger members
 Undertaking an independent review of RICS’ governance and
effectiveness at delivering against its Charter for the public advantage
once every five years.
 A new simplified, clear, accountable governance structure
 Showing greater leadership on the issues that matter most to society,
such as sustainability and climate change
The specific Governance recommendations, which will see decision
making placed with members, include a reformed Governing Council
with responsibility for setting the strategy and overseeing the work of the
new RICS Board, which has responsibility for delivering the strategy and
business plan. It also sets out increased independence and autonomy
for the existing Standards and Regulation Board. Under the proposals,
regional boards will also have greater autonomy, and have more devolved
powers, and professional groups will be redeveloped. Lord Bichard also
recommends that commercial activities are clearly delineated from all the
Institution’s other activities.
Read the review here https://bit.ly/3RlI6XB
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COST SAVINGS ARE THE PRIMARY DRIVER AS
DEMAND FOR FM SERVICES CONTINUES TO RISE
T

he Q2 2022
RICS Facilities
Management Survey
results once again
point to solid growth
across the industry,
with demand
continuing to rise
within most sectors
Paul Bagust - RICS Head of Property
Standards
over the quarter. Just
over half (51 per cent) of survey participants
sense that potential cost savings are the main
factor pulling interest from clients, while 17 per
cent feel ESG related factors are the key force
behind demand. Cost savings were also seen
as the main motivation behind outsourcing at
present by 36 per cent of contributors, with 32
per cent viewing decisions to outsource as being
driven by a need to utilise broader expertise.
Demand for FM services increased firmly in both
the healthcare and business sectors, with the
latter seeing a noticeable acceleration during the
latest survey period. Elsewhere, the vast majority
of sectors covered also saw an uplift in demand
during Q2. Alongside this, a net balance of +14 per

cent of respondents reported that average contract
durations awarded to FM service providers had
lengthened over the past 12 months.
Over the coming 12 months, a net balance of
+77 per cent of respondents foresee workloads
across the FM industry rising (compared to +85
per cent previously). However, the outlook for
profit margins appears to have deteriorated amid
the intense inflationary pressures seen across the
broader economy.
Potentially feeding into the slight easing in
employment growth expectations, access to
appropriate skilled workers appears to have
become more of an issue for FM recruiters
over recent quarters. Seventy-nine per cent of
respondents cite difficulties finding staff for
building and operation management roles, while
70 per cent of survey participants now highlight
challenges finding workers for support services
(up from 60 per cent taking this view previously).
Moreover, a majority of respondents also point to
troubles in sourcing staff for positions in property
management and energy management.
Significantly, 80 per cent of respondents report
that sustainability is either the most important

issue or an important issue for their clients.
This has increased steadily over the past two
years, rising from around 66 per cent back in Q1
2020. Unsurprisingly given the current macro
climate, 65 per cent of contributors expect energy
management to be the fastest growing area of
sustainability over the year ahead (slightly up on 63
per cent taking this view last time).
Meanwhile, sustainability management
continues to sit at the top of the expected growth
rankings for the year ahead, marking the third
consecutive quarter in which this has been the
case. Respondents also foresee solid expansion
across workplace and relocation management, as
well as strategic planning/project management in
the coming 12 months.
As our society struggles with a range of
challenges from the cost of living, supply
chain issues and climate change it is clear
that professionals working in FM will play an
increasingly important role in addressing and
managing these.
The need for FM
professionals has
never been greater.

WHAT YOU MISSED AT IWFM CONFERENCE 2022

I

t was so wonderful
to feel the buzz
of the profession
getting back together
again last month as
the IWFM Conference
returned to inform and
inspire. Thank you to
everyone who joined
IWFM CEO, Linda Hausmanis
us.
Equalling the buzz at a packed Euston Square was
the amazing feedback we were humbled to receive
from delegates in our post-event survey, which
showed 97 per cent were likely to take learnings
from the day back to the workplace.
If you didn’t make it, you missed out on a changecharged day with a brilliant line up of thought
leaders offering fresh takes on the future of work,
technology and innovation, and wellbeing.
Opening the day was innovator, engineer,
inspirational leader and Conference host Yewande
Akinola MBE, with reflections on her being an
agent of change in her own professional sphere
and (with a nod to IWFM’s research) setting up the
big contextual themes, not least technology and
8
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sustainability.
Commentator and blogger Christine Armstrong’s
lively discussion of the latest research on the future
of work was followed by Professor Kevin Fong OBE,
consultant in anaesthesia at University College
Hospital, whose understanding of the profession’s
critical role during COVID (oxygen supply anyone?)
was as compelling as his account of the pandemic’s
clinical realty.
Futurist Matt O’Neill pondered FM’s role in
creating effective, sustainable workplace change
with a powerful (if alarming) view of the world of
augmented reality. We rounded off with an intimate
Q&A keynote session that ranged from wellbeing
to B Corps with the renowned writer and mental
health campaigner Ruby Wax OBE.
Focused breakout sessions provided takeaways
on smart buildings, workplace performance,
building safety, scope 3 emissions, collaboration,
and workplace design.
We covered a lot of ground, and these topics
amalgamated into one key takeaway: how the
broader themes relate to present and looming
challenges where workplace and facilities
management can make meaningful change.

There are real opportunities for FM to cement
its strategic role, and play a critical role in the
economy and society. This is especially true in the
sustainability agenda where it should be driving
outcomes that will protect our planet.
On the latter more widely, opportunities exist to
address inequalities using social value as a tool
to boost local communities and improve lives.
Organisations can support those experiencing the
worst effects of this virulent cost-of-living crisis by
ensuring they pay the real Living Wage.
The workplace opportunity still remains,
of course, as uncertainty continues within
organisations over the best way forward. You
can show them the way and lead on productivity
and wellbeing, while at the same time delivering
efficiencies.
And as so many of the sessions demonstrated, the
profession’s powerful influence is magnified when
combined with upskilling and drawing on others’
talents through
collaboration.
Individually, you’re
influential; together,
we’re incredible.

The law around smoke control compliance
is getting personal.

Let Colt keep you legal.
The provisions of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
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Service

Our engineers assess components for re-use, repair or replacement.
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of a real emergency.
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coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance.html call us on 02392 491735
or email service@uk.coltgroup.com

Choose Colt

Expertise built on experience.
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BRITISH COUNCIL FOR OFFICES

READY FOR OFFICE

The 2022 British Council for Offices Annual Conference brought together stakeholders
in the development, investment and occupation of buildings to discuss the challenges
ahead for the office sector

T

o remain relevant we need to
evolve, said BCO President and
Conference Chair, Mark Kowal of
Sheppard Robson to the gathering
of occupiers, investors, developers,
designers, constructors and suppliers
at the BCO conference which took
place in Manchester in June.
The host city experienced a resurgence
in recent years and Joanne Roney
OBE, Chief Executive, Manchester City
Council was on hand to outline its vision.
She described the work being done
to support innovation and the green
economy in Greater Manchester, with a
focus on a public transport system that
delivers a seamless travel experience.
She also disclosed that there is an influx
of global companies to the city, with over
half of the office developments currently
in the developmental pipeline pre-let.
Roney added that to attract talent,
we need workplaces that offer more
than a desk; a topic tackled by a panel
of developers in a session chaired by
Rebecca Heron, Head of Development
and Strategy, Manchester City Council.
Martyn Evans, Creative Director, U+I
said that the developer’s main job is to
create the right places for people so “if
10
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we’re having a tough time getting people
back, we have to inspire them.” He
argued that offices must be welcoming,
collaborative and inspiring, and to
deliver this “our job Is to understand
what people want to do in the office.”
Summing up the facilities challenge,
Chris Ogelsby, Chief Executive,
Bruntwood referred to the “flexibility and
amenity arms race” where workplaces
are deployed as a destination that
offers a range of amenities, from gyms
and cafés to flexible and collaborative
spaces.

GAME CHANGER, OR GAME
OVER?
Taking a global approach to the
economic, social and political scene
was a stellar panel comprising,
Bronwen Maddox, Director, Institute for
Government, the Rt Hon Alan Johnson
and Anne McElvoy, Senior Editor at the
Economist.
The session, which was chaired
by Richard Kauntze, Chief Executive,
BCO was a sobering reminder of the
disruption and uncertainty following
Brexit, the pandemic and now the war
in Ukraine. Summarising just some

of the challenges which will impact
the economy and society, the panel
reflected that huge global forces,
including migration on a scale the
world hasn’t seen, bringing with it huge
environmental challenges is changing
the world and how people organise
themselves.
Digital technology does offer some
hope that we can overcome this
uncertainty and create places where
people can excel, suggested a panel
comprising an occupier, landlord,
provider and connectivity expert
Sanjaya Ranasinghe of WiredScore, who
described SMART technology as “about
making places where people can excel.”
Commented Jonathan Munkley of
WSP, SMART has become a buzz word
but there’s a lot of confusion on what is
meant by it, but in simple terms “it’s got
to be about engaging with the client and
with the users to find out how they’re
using an asset.”
Tom Gould of Skanska, said SMART
buildings offer both landlords and
facilities managers information on how
a building is performing, enabling them
to monitor assets remotely for both
reactive, preventative and predictive

maintenance, as well as helping to meet
net zero challenges.

FUTURE OFFICE
A discussion on the design of the
Future Office centred around three key
stakeholder perspectives, a developer/
landlord, an architect, and an occupier.
One of their most thought-provoking
predictions for the long-term future of
the workplace was that in 10 years, you
might walk through any office door to
one massive coworking zone, to enjoy
social interaction as well as a focused
place to work.
Transforming building occupancy, a
session previewed(i) in FMJ, is predicated
on us accepting, said Chair Despina
Katsikakis, Global Head of Total
Workplace, Cushman & Wakefield, “that
work doesn’t happen in a single place.
Our industry has to accept the challenge
and define the purpose and value of the
office because if we are complacent and
just go back to the way things where, it’ll
be game over.”
Given the fight for talent and the
positive experience of many home
workers, the balance of power has
shifted, said Paul Casey, Director, IBM
EMEA Global Real Estate. This means
that despite misgivings on hybrid
working by corporate leaders, employers
must embrace changing work patterns
that are acceptable to the workforce,
even if not for the CEO.
Using the mantra ‘test and learn’, Andy
McBain, Head of Future of Workspace
& Design, Natwest Group, provided
an invaluable tick list for an inviting
workplace. As just about every meeting
is hybrid, invest in touchscreen tech for
meeting rooms; food should be used as
an anchor; as is hosting events that draw
people back in. And when people do
come back into the workplace give them
the digital tools/apps to book everything
from a space to a coffee.
Referring to the BCO conference’s
broad audience – comprising those
who design, build, as well as manage
office space, Vernon Blunt, Global
Workplace Operations Director,
Ericsson concluded that to successfully
manage changed working patterns,
and achieve sustainability as well as
ESG goals, requires a collaborative
approach. Judging by the consensus of
the stakeholders on stage and on the
conference floor, the sector is ready for
the challenge.
(i)

www.fmj.co.uk/transformative-advice
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SURVEILLANCE STANDARDS
Matthew Holliday, Director of Approval Schemes at the National Security Inspectorate, explains how a range
of changes to standards in surveillance monitored alarm systems are helping to improve facilities’ protection

In this way, BS 8418 compliance will help reduce
false alarms and the number of 999 emergency calls
being made, both of which put pressure on police
resources.

BS 8418: TWO NEW SYSTEM TYPES

T

echnological advances are enabling
increasingly cost-effective and flexible
solutions to combat the daily risks faced on site,
such as those posed to staffed buildings, storage
facilities and power generating plants.
Protection measures for a variety of buildings
rely on a progressive mix of initial deterrence
against potential harm, followed by detection of
any subsequent incidents and response to them
– whether that is from an in-house security team,
commercial keyholding/guarding provider, or the
police.
Police alarm response can only be initiated
following a confirmed incident involving the
activation of a security system complying with
national Police policy requirements covering England,
Wales and Northern Ireland; similar arrangements
also apply in Scotland. This includes remote
signalling systems monitored by third-party approved
Alarm Receiving Centres (ARCs) and Remote Video
Response Centres – namely those meeting the
requirements of a UKAS-accredited Certification
Body, such as NSI.
Changes introduced last year to BS 8243 (covering
the design, installation and configuration of intruder
and hold-up alarm systems designed to generate
confirmed alarm conditions) now place an equal
focus on visual confirmation alongside traditional
confirmation methods, which may in turn offer fewer
false alarms and prove more appropriate in some
situations.
FMs can now take advantage of technological
advances to make use of police-compliant video
surveillance systems. Their benefits include linking
remote monitoring of site buildings with on-site audio
announcements to verbally warn anyone present.
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Conforming to recently revised standard BS
8418:2021, they also enable Remote Video Response
Centre (RVRC) operators to quickly and easily check
whether a detector activation is a genuine security
breach and pass any verified incidents on to police for
immediate manned response – in line with insurancerelated requirements.
Some sites may already benefit from preexisting security measures, including building
intruder alarms. Adding a BS 8418:2021-compliant
surveillance system will provide further
complementary protection.

Two types of monitored system now qualify for
a police URN when certificated to the latest BS
8418:2021 ‘Design, installation, commissioning and
maintenance of detector-activated video surveillance
systems (VSS) – Code of practice’: Type A and Type A+.
Type A+, are ‘upper level’ systems, involving similar
technical and installation requirements to the earlier
2015 version of the Standard. These are designed
to suit insurance requirements for higher-risk
commercial, industrial, military, utilities and other
similar sites, and include tamper detection such as
detecting the removal from mounting and additional
protection for control equipment.
Type A are ‘standard’ systems. These involve the
use of image transmission to an RVRC and detection
techniques to screen out false alarms. Importantly
however, they do not ‘water down’ requirements for
lower risk sites. Rather, they must meet prescribed
technical standards for operations, including
detection and alarm transmission. It’s expected the
simpler installation and technology requirements of
Type A systems will encourage greater use of RVRCmonitoring.

CROSS-INDUSTRY APPROACH

ADDITIONAL AND REVISED STANDARDS

Allocations of police URNs to third-party monitored
video surveillance systems are now expected to
increase significantly following a major revision of BS
8418:2015, the Code of practice for the installation
and remote monitoring of detector-activated CCTV
systems.
Following the original introduction of this British
Standard in 2003 and despite two subsequent
revisions (in 2010 and 2015) and more recent
amendments in 2017, it disappointingly did not result
in an increased number of monitored systems on
police response gaining compliance to BS 8418. Yet
the tangible opportunities clearly remained. This
led to a new cross-industry approach involving the
National Police Chiefs’ Council, supported by NSI.
Fresh ‘root and branch’ changes were duly adopted
in the latest version of the Standard, BS 8418:2021,
designed to tackle the previous limitations. These
included their perceived high cost and onerous
installation requirements, which had continued to
limit the adoption of BS 8418 systems and RVRC
services.

Both the ‘upper level’ Type A+ and ‘standard’ Type A
BS 8418-compliant systems operated by RVRCs will
need to comply with other standards including:
» BS 9518 ‘Processing of alarm signals by an alarm
receiving centre – Code of practice’. Published in
July 2021, it streamlines together visual, audio,
sequential and personal attack alarm requirements
in one document and takes over from previous RVRC
operational performance requirements.
» ‘BS 8243:2010 (mentioned above) has also been
revised, previous editions having suffered from similar
limitations to BS 8418 in being too prescriptive. A
redrafted version of BS 8243 was published in June
2021.
A 12-month transition period ends on 31st July
2022. During this period video surveillance system
alarm installations can comply with either the
2015 or 2021 edition of BS 8418. To be allocated a
URN a system must be installed and maintained by
a company independently approved by a UKASaccredited Certification Body, such as NSI.

If ﬁre or smoke damper
maintenance is your responsibility,
we can keep you legal.
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Survey and Plan
We will survey the site, verify damper locations
and locate dampers to get a clear picture of the
scale of the operation and an idea of the existing
maintenance schedule.

The Kingspan Light + Air approach to damper
maintenance
Proper, preventative, pre-emptive service work
undertaken by our qualiﬁed specialists not only ensures
that BS 9999 standards are met in full, but also offers
considerable savings in time and money.

Service and Report
We’ll check each damper individually, ascertaining
the operational status of the system and all HVAC
controls on-site.

We will conduct the following procedures to ensure that
successful and legally compliant damper maintenance
is carried out:
Review and Advise
Our engineers will look over existing damper
maintenance provisions, review maintenance processes
and offer advice on how best to proceed.

Repair and Replace
We will consider which dampers to repair and which
to replace, creating a cost-effective and considerate
strategy for moving forwards.
Assist with Asset Register
On completion of the damper review process, we will
assist in the completion of all asset registers, including
the location, speciﬁcation and maintenance history
for all dampers covered by the service contract.
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MEASURING ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE

PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS
Susan Divers, Director of Thought Leadership for LRN, leads LRN’s advisory
strategy, helping companies build values-based, ethical corporate cultures
that inspire principled performance and responsible workplace behaviour
and ensure compliance with all international, national and local laws

L

eaders and employees alike wonder if
we’re over the hump of the pandemic, if
life is slowly returning to normal and if we are
now entering a new era of living and working.
Our organisation, LRN, recently published
our annual Ethics and Compliance Program
Effectiveness Report(i), reflecting the input of
ethics and compliance professionals on a global
scale. The report compiles insights from our 27
years of research alongside thousands of other
organisations worldwide and provides critical
insights for navigating issues like the pandemic.
It provides five post-pandemic trends.
Companies are relying upon their values
As the work-from-home culture progressed through
2020 and 2021, many leaders were concerned that
workers would be inclined to slack off. Since it’s
also harder to “control” employees when everyone
isn’t in the same building, leaders expected to
enforce stricter rules. Our research found that
organisations relied principally on values rather
than rules to motivate employees to do the right
thing in unforeseen circumstances. Additionally,
workers are more likely to leave if they feel that they
aren’t trusted to work. Emphasising the company’s
purpose, showing respect, and tolerance for the
challenges employees face is more effective than
commanding and controlling. Doing so increases

the possibility that workers may be more open to
any constructive criticisms as well.
Making decisions that find a middle ground
leads to better relationships between workers and
employers
As much as employers may not admit it,
employees have entire lives outside of the
workplace, meaning they may have challenges or
problems to address. The pandemic was a perfect
example of people being overwhelmed due to what
was occurring in their personal lives and impacting
their approach to work. It’s important to keep
considering this when making decisions expected to
impact the company as a whole. Our 2022 research
dramatically demonstrates that an overwhelming
majority of leaders have responded by increasing
employee focus and engagement when making
critical decisions. Don’t assume that employees
will fall in line to implement significant changes if
leadership does not consider the impact on workers’
personal lives; if you’re open and honest with your
staff, it’ll build support and avoid a mass exodus.
Tying up internal loose ends helps compliance
Make life easier by tying up loose ends to your
internal processes, a task that fell off the priority list
during the pandemic. For many companies, it was
far overdue before the start of the pandemic, as well.
Making company processes and procedures simpler,
more accessible, and easier to use
reduces the burden on employees
and helps boost compliance. This
includes everything from onboarding to expense reports to HR
systems and project management.
Putting off these simple and often
trivial updates can have a huge
impact when government or board
reporting is needed.
Making hybrid/virtual work—and
supporting it, is the norm
Working from home during
the pandemic has been widely
reported as one of the few
benefits for those working at
an office. Although employers
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In association with

https://lrn.com

expected workers back onsite full time as COVID
cases declined, it’s now clear that permanent
flexibility is a priority for many employees. Data
from LRN’s 2022 Program Effectiveness Report
shows that organisations, particularly those with
high-performance ethics programmes, are adapting
to this new normal after a period of hesitation.
Globally, 68 per cent prioritise making it easier
for employees to engage, no matter where they
work. Fifty-nine per cent of all respondents plan to
design training using virtual platforms from now
on. Focusing on flexibility and making it easier for
employees to work should be a requirement for
businesses now and in the future.
Risk review is now more than an annual process
One of the biggest challenges of the pandemic
was the risk of exhausting current systems and the
unknown future ahead. Leaders were repeatedly
asking essential questions and constantly reviewing
plans. By continually asking: did our approach to
this aspect of the pandemic work well, and if not,
what can we do to improve impacted many, if not
all, aspects of risk within the operation.
During our research of our Program Effectiveness
report, we found that many of the risks anticipated
by respondents last year lessened or did not
significantly materialise to the degree expected,
likely because of their continued discussion or
review of the issues. For example, the percentage of
respondents worried about less effective oversight
and monitoring as a result of remote work declined
from 56 per cent to 18 per cent of those surveyed.
Similarly, the percentage of those concerned
about increased misconduct due to remote work
arrangements declined from 56 per cent to 20
per cent of those surveyed. These shifts illustrate
organisations’ ethical cultures emerged from the
pandemic stronger and more effective.
To conclude, make sure that you review your
company’s response to the pandemic and identify
the lessons that you can learn from this to use in
the future. And keep reviewing risks and asking
questions regularly, not annually, to ensure you are
an effective steward of your company’s operations
and assets.
(i)
https://pages.lrn.com/2022-pei-report
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FAST FACTS

LEAK DETECTION
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

Chris Gunn, Sales & Marketing Director at EnviroLogik, explains the benefits of IoT smart building
systems in monitoring heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVACR) equipment

need for manual compliance checks.
Crucially, it does not need to connect
to any building infrastructure, such as
ethernet or WiFi, and simply connects
between devices using a private RF
network and a cellular gateway. All data
can be accessed via a customised, webbased dashboard.
The ability for tenants to self-monitor
The systems can also provide individual
tenants of multi-tenanted buildings the
ability to monitor their own heating,
cooling, electric and water consumption
so they can validate any bills they
receive.
Better working conditions
Smoke detector-sized sensors can
monitor multiple indoor air quality
conditions, including CO, CO2, as well
as volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
humidity and PM2.5. This data can be
shared with occupants or be displayed
on screens at building entrances.

R

efrigerant leaks are a common
occurrence, whether it’s from a
supermarket pack, walk-in freezer
or air conditioning system, and if it’s
been picked up by an expensive thirdparty external leak detection system,
then the leak has already occurred
and the refrigerant has been lost.
However, most sites don’t have
these alert systems for when a leak has
occurred. On non-manned sites, even
a small leak left undetected can lead
to an entire system leak and the loss
of all refrigerant charge. A tool like the
EnviroLogik IoT refrigerant pressure
monitoring system, which was installed
in collaboration with Polyteck Building
Services on one of their sites; can pick
up even very small leaks and alerts
contractors and management instantly
so that corrective action can be taken
quickly to repair the leak and minimise
the issue.
Building management systems
have existed for some time but have
traditionally not been connected
remotely, requiring the physical
presence of a specialist to make
adjustments. Now we’re in an age where
smart building technology allows us
to monitor changes online to optimise
performance using the ‘Internet of
16
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Things’ (IoT). Small, battery-powered
smart IoT devices can be located quickly
and easily without expensive hard wiring
and can provide data to external BMS
systems via an API interface or Modbus
unit.

BENEFITS OF IOT SMART
BUILDING SYSTEMS
Cost savings from preventative
maintenance
Refrigerant leaks from heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration (HVACR) equipment are
expensive. If left unchecked, a leak from
a chiller can easily cost £5,000. To put
it into context, a twin circuit air-cooled
780Kw chiller operating on R134A will
have a typical refrigerant charge of 100Kg
and costs around £2,800 to replace.
If there is a subsequent compressor
failure, this can easily amount to an
additional £10,000. IoT systems can offer
facilities managers an early warning of
impending equipment failure, and given
that energy costs are already increasing
across the board, facilities managers can
ill afford additional expenditure that is
entirely preventable.
Meanwhile, small battery-powered
water leak sensors can detect leaking
sinks, urinals and toilet cisterns, saving

thousands from damage to equipment
and occupiers below. The smart
systems can either shut off a local
water valve or alert site teams so that
they can manually shut valves off.
Live monitoring
IoT sensors can monitor mechanical
and electrical equipment system
pressures live on each circuit. Attaching
to the system’s service valves, these
battery-powered pressure transducers
are set up with low- and highpressure thresholds depending on
the refrigerant being used. Should a
low-pressure threshold be exceeded,
an alert is sent by SMS and email
to service providers and building
management so that action can be
taken to minimise any refrigerant
losses.
Full insight and access
The system uses a private LoRaWAN
(Long Range Wide Area) network that
communicates through sub-basement
and roof plant room slabs and walls
and provides remote monitoring using
a secure mobile network. Systems can
be monitored from any smart device
by security guards, facilities managers
and external contractors, removing the

Better efficiency and client
satisfaction
Smart building systems enable service
teams to remotely diagnose failing
systems and respond more quickly,
allowing them to potentially fix
problems before occupants are affected,
minimising disruption and complaints. It
also means they can prioritise jobs and
send the right technician with the right
parts, meaning less time on site.
Reduced carbon emissions
Saving food waste and preventing lost
sales are another benefit of preventing
refrigerant loss, and smart systems can
also support FM businesses to monitor
and reduce their carbon output. With
the UK’s target of net zero by 2050, it’s
important to note that 80 per cent of
the buildings that will exist in 2050 have
already been built, so it makes sense
to identify savings from that existing
building stock.
Reduced energy consumption
Part of reducing emissions is matching
usage to actual occupancy. For
example, if an office is empty on a
Friday afternoon, managers can receive
a notification to turn off all the lights in
that room, something that can be done
remotely – saving energy, money and
emissions. For even greater savings,
HVAC equipment can also be controlled
to only service those areas that are
occupied, rather than an entire floor.
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BLOG FROM JIM MELVIN, CHAIRMAN BRITISH CLEANING COUNCIL

 @theCIOB During our Members’ Forum this
week we are also looking back at what we
achieved in 2021 and what goals we set for
the future. You can read our Annual Review
and Accounts 2021 to see our progress and
what we are setting out to achieve this year.
https://orlo.uk/jjklR
 @CIEHF ARE YOU WORKING FROM HOME?
Our interactive Home Working and Staying
Healthy Infographic is a great resource for
helping you set up the ideal work from home
environment. Access it here: https://bit.ly/
HFHomeWorking
 International Workplace https://
www.linkedin.com/company/
internationalworkplace/ To help support
World Wellbeing Week we have created
a manager’s guide all about managing
wellbeing in the workplace. In our guide,
Jamie Robinson, one of International
Workplace’s health and safety trainers,
explores how managers can help promote
and maintain employee wellbeing. Click
below and fill in your details to access your
free downloadable copy: https://lnkd.in/
ezgYMgYK
 Advetec Group https://www.linkedin.com/
company/advetec-group/ Turn your waste
into SRF. You’ll reduce costs and carbon
emissions, and benefit the circular economy
too. Find out how here: https://lnkd.in/
eaPmQhe5
 @knightfrank What do #leedcertified green
buildings offer to corporate occupiers? We
take a look at the world’s most widely-used
green building rating system: https://bit.
ly/3HVCLlp
 Cindy Hermsen linkedin.com/in/
cindyhermsen CEO at the Global Alliance
of Facility Management Innovators 50 top
startups pitching as being the semi-finalists
of the PropTech Startup & Scalup Europe
Awards 2022 - and I am there to see and
judge all of them, together with my colleague
Maricel
 @JohnAmaechi The world of work is
changing - and leaders who don’t keep up
are at great risk. If leaders continue to
micromanage, show rigidity and refuse to
trust their teams - they will lose them. Not
because people are entitled, but because
people have complex, nuanced lives.
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SUE GRAY REPORT
SHOWS LACK
OF RESPECT IN
GOVERNMENT FOR
CLEANING STAFF

T

he recent shocking findings of the Sue
Gray report into Downing Street parties
showed that we still have some way to go
until we achieve the recognition the cleaning
sector and staff deserve – particularly, it would
seem, within Government.
In the report, Sue Gray wrote: “I found that
some staff had witnessed or been subjected to
behaviours at work which they had felt concerned
about but at times felt unable to raise properly.
“I was made aware of multiple examples of a
lack of respect and poor treatment of security and
cleaning staff. This was unacceptable.”
It is absolutely appalling to hear that cleaning
staff were being treated with such contempt by
people who sit within Government.
Our cleaning and hygiene teams are
hardworking, professional and deserve to be
respected in their vital work, and certainly how
the people concerned would expect to be treated.
What made matters worse was that this
happened during the COVID pandemic, when
cleaning and hygiene staff were on the frontline in
the fight against the virus and putting themselves
at risk to maintain high standards of hygiene and
to ensure that key workers and the public were
safe and well during the pandemic.
Throughout the cleaning industry, the demand
for increased standards of hygiene during
the pandemic has combined with severe staff
shortages to drive many colleagues close to burn
out.
When cleaning staff needed and deserved
support and recognition from the Government,
they were treated with a dismissive arrogance
which is also a cultural concern to be
acknowledged and resolved.
The Prime Minister has said he was “shocked” at
the findings of the report and it was a “disgrace”
for staff to be treated in that way. However, the
Prime Minister who also thanked cleaning staff in
Parliament during the pandemic itself should not
simply “expect those responsible to apologise”
and make sure that they individually and
collectively do so!
I think this incident casts new light on the
BCC’s long-running campaign for recognition for
cleaning and hygiene staff.
Over the course of the pandemic, there was
more public understanding of the vital role of
cleaning staff and I saw myself how many clients
became more compassionate to their cleaning
staff.
But after hearing of the contemptible arrogance
recorded by the Sue Gray report, it is clear that

Jim Melvin, Chairman British Cleaning Council
not everyone respects and values the work of
the cleaning and hygiene sector. The social
acceptance and cultural issue with cleaning staff
also sees us being dismissed incorrectly as low
skilled by The Home Office.
Despite lobbying from us, immigration rules
which changed last year classified staff as low
skilled, making it much harder for us to recruit
overseas staff which added to the severe staff
shortages the sector faces now.
We have people leaving the country and not
being replaced, unless of course it is for fruit
picking, poultry and truck driving.
To be clear, the Government were correct to
make such exceptions but why not also include
hygiene, especially now as we continue to come
out of a global pandemic?
The argument that UK nationals will take these
roles is also now redundant as the Government’s
own employment figures acknowledge there are
more vacancies than people!
Sadly, because we are not able or allowed to
fill these vacancies, not only are the Government
losing out on funding from tax and NIC, but there
is arguably harm both to the economy and the
Government’s aims in getting people back into
the workplace with confidence in the cleanliness
and hygiene around them.
Our industry is vital in returning to normality
safely and hygienically, as well as helping to stop
any future variant or pandemic.
Shortly after the Sue Gray report came out, I
wrote to the Cabinet Secretary, Simon Case, to
formally ask for a meeting to review the content
and the steps that have been taken since.
We have had a reply advising that we will shortly
receive a response. We have subsequently politely
replied as we did not ask for a response and
requested a meeting instead, which is important
given the huge increase in media attention
around the treatment of cleaning staff in Downing
Street.
I hope and expect that there will be a response
and that we will finally start the process of
informing the Government about the true worth
of the cleaning and hygiene sector and its staff.

Keep your customer’s
assets compliant
Environmental and energy services
Fuel management
Environmental protection
Environmental
emergency response
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We offer a turnkey, multidisciplinary package, nationwide.
We install new infrastructure
and maintain existing assets
ensuring they remain compliant
while innovating to reduce costs.
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Approximately 70 per
cent of the UK’s nonresidential building stock
was constructed before
the year 2000. According
to the Green Building
Council, if the UK’s 2050 net
zero targets are to be met,
improved energy efficiency and
reductions in embodied carbon
will be needed, requiring much of the
sector to undergo some form of retrofit
by 2050. What more can the built environment do to
help meet this challenge?

seen in pie charts from the
RICS professional statement
on how to calculate whole
life emissions, whole life
embodied carbon emissions
make up the majority of a
building’s lifecycle emissions.
As the charts suggest, with
offices and warehouses, where
embodied in use emissions may make
up 30 per cent of an asset’s whole lifecycle
emissions, how can these be ignored?
Without doubt, the growing increase of net zero
commitments has resulted in confusion in the market. This
prompted the Whole Life Carbon Network (WLCN) to publish
their net zero carbon definitions document. This is being

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your questions
about the world of facilities management
THE CARBON EFFICIENCY EXPERT’S VIEW
GILBERT LENNOX-KING, CO FOUNDER AND CEO OF
CONSTRUCTION CARBON
For many years there has
been a focus on operational
carbon emissions. While this
is good and admirable there
is a big blind spot that is not
being accounted for.
It is easy to pick the
things that are convenient
to believe. I for one, have
spent most of my working
career working in energy
efficiency for buildings. Of
King
Gilber t Lennoxcourse, it is important to
reduce operational emissions,
but more recently when I started digging into the facts in
more detail it became clear to me that the industry has huge,
embodied carbon emissions that must be accounted for in any
property Net Zero strategy.
Simply, the stuff that makes up a building makes up most of
a building’s emissions over it’s lifecycle. This makes Net Zero
emissions commitments that ignore these emissions hollow.
And yet, we see this. How many developers are tracking
embodied carbon emissions across their portfolios in
development and in use?
Particularly for facilities managers and asset managers,
how many developers are tracking the emissions for the stuff
involved with fit outs? Carpet, raised floor systems, ceiling tiles,
HVAC systems, portioning walls, all the things that regularly
get ripped out and replaced. Is this another situation where we
ignore it because it is not seen as completely the landlord or
the occupier’s problems? (it’s both).
The trouble is, the problem is too big to ignore. As can be
20
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updated by the Net Zero Carbon Buildings working group, but
right now is the best we have. This sets out several important
definitions.
What we should all be aiming for is net zero (Whole Life)
Carbon. Whilst there are increasing and laudable net zero
commitments, they are often incomplete and leave out the
tricky bits for many asset managers and developers. According
to the WLCN: “A 'Net Zero (Whole Life) Carbon’ Asset is one
where the sum total of all asset related GHG emissions, both
operational and embodied, over an asset’s life cycle (Modules
A1-A5, B1-B7 (plus B8 and B9 for Infrastructure only), C1-C4)
are minimised, meet local carbon, energy and water targets,
and with residual ‘offsets’, equals zero.”
Of particular relevance to Facilities Managers is the in-use
part of this definition.
Yes, most of the focus has been on the operational emissions,
but with an increased scrutiny and recognition that the
ultimate goal is net zero whole life carbon, this is something
that cannot any longer be ignored. 

THE DIGITAL POWER EXPERT’S VIEW
KASIM MOHAMMED, VP DIGITAL ENERGY AT SCHNEIDER
ELECTRIC
Buildings have the power to bring about better - using
technologies and materials that deliver enhanced usability safety, security, and sustainability. Creating a net zero building
ecosystem requires us to take a two-pronged approach. Firstly,
ambitious pragmatism in mitigating the problems of the
existing building stock. Secondly, turning aspirational futuregazing into immediate action for new buildings.
The International Energy Agency tells us that 50 per cent of
the world’s current buildings will still be in use in 2050 - many
have lifetimes of a century or more. Retrofitting existing
buildings with net-zero technologies must become standard
right now. At its most basic, this means moving from fossil-
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fuel-based heating and
power to renewable
sources - a move that
building owners should
have already taken.
However, we don’t want
basic; we need better.
Better means using
intelligent digital
technologies to drive
efficiencies through
insight.
Kasim
Sensor, IoT (internetMohammed
of-things) technologies
are now part and parcel
of many new builds and can be easily retrofitted within older
buildings to deliver actionable insights on inefficient energy
use. IoT energy management systems allow
facility managers to make informed
decisions. A step further, these choices
are automated based on AI. For
example, weather prediction
software can automatically
regulate building operations
according to the upcoming
weather patterns. Such
insight can also enhance
building experiences for
users - monitoring room
capacities, air, and lighting
quality, amongst many other
comfort factors.
Whether a building is old or
new, there are opportunities
for it to be digitally retrofitted to
become both smart and sustainable,
with benefits that even go beyond
reaching net-zero.
If achieving net zero is possible in those built decades
ago, surely we should be aiming higher for those built today
or over the next 20 years? Combining the potential of IoT
technology with the development in self-healing buildings is an
exciting and potentially game-changing prospect.
Energy positive buildings - those that create more energy
than they use through renewable means - are a different matter.
New buildings fitted with wind or solar energy generating
capabilities are even acting as microgrids, producing enough
energy to power themselves and other buildings in their vicinity.
Not only does this provide green energy, but such microgrids
can also ensure resilience in the face of broader grid failures. For
building owners, combining energy procurement and efficiency
can turn a building’s energy management into an asset rather
than an expense.
What can we do right now to achieve sustainable ambitions?
For our older buildings, retrofit with today’s technologies as
a priority to meet net zero as quickly as possible. For new
buildings, we need to aim even higher. Reset efficiency goals
from net zero to energy positive. Go beyond better and choose
best. 

NET ZERO WORKPLACE TRENDS CONFERENCE
ORGANISER'S VIEW
MAGGIE PROCOPI, WORKPLACE TRENDS
Every building will require
its own strategy to achieve
net zero emissions, and
following COP26, the UK
government will soon
require many companies
to begin publishing net
zero transition plans by
2023.
Carbon emissions are
generally categorised
into embodied carbon
Mag gie Procopi
and operational carbon.
Carbon dioxide emissions
from making a building
(or refurbishing it) are classed as embodied carbon.
Emissions of carbon dioxide during the in-use
operation of a building, such as operational energy
use is classed as operational carbon.
Here are some carbon saving measures,
operational and embodied, that should be
taken into consideration and may form
part of your net zero plan. Depending on
timeframes and costs they can be planned for
and implemented at the time that’s right for
a business.

If achieving net zero is possible in
those built decades ago, surely we
should be aiming higher for those built today
or over the next 20 years? Combining the
potential of IoT technology with the
development in self-healing buildings is an
 Switch to a renewable energy source: this is
exciting and potentially game-changing
by far the easiest, quickest and most effective
measure that corporates and individuals can take
prospect.”
to reduce their carbon footprint.
 Install on-site or local renewable energy generation
Kasim Mohammed
and storage.

 Insulate your building. At the same time arrange for natural
or energy efficient and healthy ventilation, heating and
cooling. Revisit the recommended temperatures for buildings
and in so doing, remember the likely different requirements of
your occupants (eg men, women, sedentary, active).
 Install energy efficient appliances, especially LED lights (but
ones that can be recycled).
 Encourage active travel to and from the building.
 Provide charging points for e-cars.
 For offices, look at your Work From Home policies. WFH can
be energy efficient in the summer, but possibly not so in
the winter (as employees heat their home space). Put plans
in place to make your building attractive so visitors and
employees view it as a positive destination.
 Install sensors to monitor energy use and identify where
improvements can be made.
 Buy goods and services locally: from a complete fit-out to the
canteen cheese sandwich or exotic salad, don’t be responsible
for lengthy transportation routes.
 If you do need to transport items to a building, travel by road is
the worst for carbon emissions, followed by rail, then transport
by sea being the most favourable.
 Make it circular: check out the Circular Economy (as opposed
JULY 2022
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to a linear one), where products and assets are designed and
built to be more durable, to be repaired, refurbished, reused and
disassembled/recycled.
 Choose sustainable, recycled, enduring and natural materials for
refurbishments.
 Consider the aesthetic and carbon benefits of green roofs and
external green walls (a new law in France will require all new
commercial buildings to at least partially cover rooftops in plants or
solar panels).
 Offset what carbon you are responsible for, or even better, go
climate positive and exceed your Net Zero goals. There are many
carbon-offset schemes available to sign up to.
If you’re not sure where to start, there’s a plethora of consultancies
out there to help you. But THE most important thing is to begin the
journey. Bring your supporters and consultants along as and when
you are able, but make this the year you, as an individual and as part
of a corporation, make a carbon change for the better.
Maggie Procopi runs the Workplace Trends series of conferences
which includes the upcoming The Net Zero Workplace Conference
taking place in London and online on Thursday 7 July. 

THE SUSTAINABLE FM PROVIDER’S VIEW
PRADYUMNA PANDIT, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY SERVICES, MITIE
The climate crisis is
undeniably one of the most
pressing challenges of our
time. With 1.7 million nondomestic buildings in the UK,
British businesses must play a
central role in tackling climate
change by decarbonising
their estates. However, the
drive to retrofit buildings is
not only coming from a need
to support environmental
ambitions. Recent global
it
Pradyumna Pand
events are seeing huge
increases in energy costs,
meaning investing in improving
energy efficiency and decarbonisation solutions is not only the right
thing to do, but a commercial priority too.
As the experts in managing buildings as efficiently as possible,
22
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facilities managers have a deep understanding of how sites are
performing, making them ideally placed to drive the green transition
within organisations.
We believe there are three key steps FMs need to consider:
economise, decarbonise, and monetise.
The first step, ‘economise’, focuses on ensuring that buildings and
equipment are running as efficiently as possible. Leveraging data,
sensors, and smart controls to ensure energy use is optimised, while
not affecting comfort, can add up to big savings – we saved our
customers £19 million worth of energy in the Financial Year 2020/2021
through optimisations like this. Similarly, by upgrading light bulbs to
more energy efficient LEDs and installing motion sensors for lighting
systems, we helped businesses cut energy use by 30 per cent in 2020.
Once the building is running as efficiently as possible, the next
step is to ‘decarbonise’ operations, through investment in energy
efficiency upgrades, removing gas heating systems and installing
on-site renewable energy generation. Rather than continuing
with like-for-like replacements of equipment, lower carbon, more
sustainable options should always be the priority. Even replacing a
gas-powered boiler for a more efficient model will still help reduce
carbon emissions.
Finally, as well as helping to attract top talent, a net zero workplace
presents an opportunity to ‘monetise’ by creating new revenue
streams. Whether it’s charging individuals outside the organisation to
use electric vehicle charge points, reducing bills by generating energy
on site, or varying how power is bought and sold based on factors
such as weather, cost and demand, a net zero building is also an
opportunity to support the financial health of the organisation.
A common factor of all these initiatives is that they will be
implemented by facilities management. Indeed, at Mitie, we have a
roadmap in place to have a net zero estate by 2025, with nine of our
sites already decarbonised and having reduced annual energy use
by 100,000 kWh. We’re helping FM customers do their same for their
own organisations, installing over 1,000 charge points, creating net
zero pathways for 800 sites, and fitting countless decarbonisation
solutions, from LED lighting to solar PV. By harnessing data, insights,
and technology, an approach we call ‘the science of service’, facilities
management can, and should, play a central role accelerating
businesses towards net zero. 

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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SPONSORED FEATURE

New Sterishield Dual Active Matt
brings anti-viral and anti-bacterial
protection to the healthcare sector

Interest around clinical standards and frequent cleaning has increased noticeably among consumers
and industries in recent times. This has been particularly true in areas where high standards of
cleanability are paramount, including the healthcare market.

W

ith a proven track record of
developing products that meet
the requirements of trade professionals,
Dulux Trade is well positioned to address
this new challenge. For more than 15
years, Dulux Trade has been providing
paints that promote a more hygienic
environment through its Sterishield
Diamond Matt range. A quick drying,
water based coating containing an infilm bactericide, Sterishield Diamond
Matt has been used in healthcare
environments to help inhibit bacteria
and reduce populations of MRSA and
E.coli when used in conjunction with
appropriate cleaning practices.

As customer needs continue to evolve,
Dulux is constantly innovating to improve its
existing paint ranges while also launching new
products that fit the specific requirements of
trade professionals. This led to the creation of
Dulux Trade Sterishield Dual Active Matt, a new
addition to the Sterishield family that builds on
the range’s credentials by offering both anti-viral
and anti-bacterial properties to contribute in
supporting environmental hygiene .
Dulux Trade Sterishield Dual Active Matt is a
quick-drying, water-based coating containing infilm antimicrobial additives that inhibit bacteria
and viruses** within the paint film. It reduces
populations of MRSA, E. coli, Coronaviruses and
Human Herpesvirus, helping to promote a more
hygienic environment when
combined with appropriate
cleaning practices. Dulux
Trade Sterishield Dual Active
Matt is a stain resistant,
scrubbable, durable matt
finish emulsion suitable for
all normal interior wall and
ceiling surfaces. It achieves
ISO 11998 Class 1 and Type
C BS 7719 scrub ratings,
making it ideal for high use
areas that require regular
cleaning.
Dulux Trade Sterishield
Dual Active Matt is available
now in White, Light Base,
Medium Base and Extra
Deep Base colour options.
To find out more about new
Dulux Trade Sterishield
Dual Active Matt and the
full Sterishield range,
visit the Dulux Trade
website at https://www.
duluxtradepaintexpert.
co.uk/en.

Andrew Cleaver, National Sector Manager
Healthcare of DDC 360, highlights the
important considerations for decorating
contractors taking on healthcare projects
“Hygiene and aesthetics are two important
factors for any decorating job but takes
on an extra dimension when working on
healthcare projects. Maintaining the health
and wellbeing of workers and patients is one
of the top priorities for contractors operating
in healthcare environments, so it’s essential to
pick the right paint and tools for the job. For
example, fumes from solvent-based paints can
affect the air quality of a hospital room and, in
turn, the health of patients. Using water-based
paints will help to alleviate some of these
issues.
“Colour is another important factor in
healthcare decorating projects. Specific
colours can trigger certain moods in patients
and employees, while also helping people to
distinguish between different hospital areas
and helping those with visual impairments.
Dulux Trade has its own Healthcare Colour
Palette, based on research evidence, that can
help specify the right shades and tones that
will deliver great healthcare outcomes for
clients.
“Specific healthcare rooms and areas will
also require specialist paints to deliver the best
results. For example, we would recommend
products such as Dulux Trade Sterishield
Dual Active Matt, a water-based coating
that contains an infilm bactericide that
inhibits the build-up of
viruses and bacteria on
walls when used with
appropriate cleaning
procedures.”

To find out more about new Dulux Trade Sterishield Dual Active Matt and the full Sterishield range,
visit the Dulux Trade website at www.duluxtradepaintexpert.co.uk/en
JULY 2022
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M&G WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

WORKPLACE COMPANION

Leading saving and investment company, M&G plc has invested in the MyWorkplace app
from Spica Technologies to support its employee and visitor experience globally. FMJ visited
M&G’s head office in London’s Fenchurch Avenue to see it in action

D

ue to the pandemic the estates
and facilities management
sector has moved from dabbling
in technology to embracing a range of
digital workplace solutions to ensure
premises are safe and support changed
work patterns. Now a growing number are
investing in workplace experience apps
that offer a virtual connection for end
users and workplace managers.
Sarah O’Reilly is Global Head of CRE
Workplace Solutions at Global saving and
investment company M&G, responsible for
the property that M&G owns and operates, as
opposed to the investment estate. Her team
aims to provide a fantastic user experience
for colleagues and visitors to M&G offices, be
it the London HQ, one of the UK buildings or
overseas.
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“We’re pretty focused on the end user
experience because that is why we exist, to
make sure we’ve got the right workplace
locations as well as create a great experience
for colleagues,” she explains.
“We had online solutions for booking
meeting rooms, a car park space or a lift
share but they were all on different systems.
We didn’t have anything that was integrated.
Enabling people to manage their time in the
office was something we were striving to
achieve so we wanted to explore new ways
of supporting that.”
Prior to COVID the estates team were
looking at ways to enhance the end user
experience, by offering colleagues an app
on their phone or their laptop which would
enable them to easily find the kind of space
they needed for the task they were doing.

Says O’Reilly: “We wanted something
that was fundamentally different from
everything we had that replicated people’s
expectation of an app but within the work
environment. Something which was fast,
dynamic, and very user friendly that would
refresh constantly as you have to work to
keep people’s attention. So that was our
primary driver, something that was different.
We don’t want to be ordinary as a team,
we want to be an exceptional provider for
colleagues.”

MYWORKPLACE APP
They opted to go with Spica Technologies,
the SmartCloud division of parent
company Nordomatic, whose technology
encompasses software and hardware
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solutions for the management of workplaces,
energy and BMS. They came up with the M&G
MyWorkplace app, aimed at employees, visitors
and contractors, that offers a range of features
to help streamline the workplace experience;
whether booking desks, lockers, showers or
parking spaces, familiarising yourself with the
layout of a particular M&G building or raising a
request to the onsite facilities team.
The range of features on the app, explains
M&G Business Support Manager Jonathan
Gingell, has been a boon to his team, whose aim
is “to give people the best experience from the
moment they enter the door”.
In order to test its veracity, a pilot was
conducted in the M&G offices in Edinburgh with
a small number of users, which says Gingell:
“People were very receptive to and we were
surprised by how easy people found it to use. It
is very much a ‘get up and go’ app.
“In September 2021 a wider launch took place.
With people being out for so long they want to
know in advance when they’re coming in so it
gave us a good shop window, so people knew
the exact environment they were coming into
and what COVID measures were in place.”

MAKING CHANGES
Alongside the virtual solution, during
the pandemic, M&G monitored global
work patterns and carried out remote
viability assessments amongst all the
managers within the business to help
determine how they and their teams
wanted to work going forward.
Says O’Reilly: “With that
information we looked at the
workplaces we were providing and the
mix of collaboration and focused space
and in some buildings, made alterations
based on demand. The London HQ for
example has gone through quite a lot of change
to adjust to how the different teams want to
work. For example, you’ve got investment
teams and you’ve got tech teams for whom
collaboration means very different things, so
we need to create environments that deal with
both.”
“The lockdown gave us a chance to reset,”
adds Gingell. “During that period off we were
able to design in more collaborative areas
within different buildings and lay it out nice and
clearly within the app. This made it easier to get
people to come back into the building and buy
into it, which helped them adapt to how they
were going to use the space again.”
The app has also been invaluable in helping
to support hybrid working patterns, for instance
linking to sensors which show how different
areas of the buildings are being used which can
inform the services team on how frequently
washrooms are cleaned.
Says O’Reilly: “One of the issues people find is
that they come to the office and the people they
want to meet aren’t there, so the app enables

them to coordinate that so they can come in
at the same time, sit in the same place and
see who else is there and meet up. In this
way they stay connected and make the best
use of being in the workplace.”
The app is also designed to make
the transition from the home
space to the work space
as easy as possible,
says Gingell. “We’re
competing with
an office space
where you wake
up and head
to your own
kitchen so our
space needs to
be as seamless
as it can be, and
the app gives us
the scope to manage
that. For instance, the
app knows how many times
people are using the kitchenette and
for us, being able to look at the data and see
we’re sending someone out every fortieth

The result is an experience
in the office where there is
always coffee, the washrooms are
spotless, and you’re not having to
take any side steps in your daily
journey to do your job, so it just
feels effortless.”

CASE STUDY

visit to fix the machine, we can determine
to arrange to service it more regularly. The
result is an experience in the office where
there is always coffee, the washrooms are
spotless, and you’re not having to take any
side steps in your daily journey to do your
job, so it just feels effortless.”
Another huge advantage for users is that in
such a large office as the M&G HQ in central
London, the app allows users to find people.
You simply put in their name on the app
and it will show you the floor plan and lead
you to their space. It can also advise users
on what’s going on in the building so they
can plan their visits, whether it’s a Pilates
session, a special menu, or simply who is
planning to be in on certain days so they can
meet up with a range of colleagues.
Says O’Reilly: “Because the app is an
extension of a form of technology we’re all
using every day, people feel comfortable
with it. Our challenge has been to stop being
property people so instead of a lot of words
with the app there is just lots of functionality
you can use quickly and easily. It’s quite a
mindset change for us, for as soon as we
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make this laborious we’ll lose the traction
saw how people were using the app realised
we’ve got, so we’ve got to add functionality
‘we don’t need that’. People find their own
to keep that interest there.”
ways to do stuff which is really interesting
She adds: “Part of the decision of going
to watch.”
with Spica was because we knew we’d
have to go through a lot of changes so we
DATA ADVANTAGE
wanted a partner that was willing to work
in a very agile way. I think we’re probably
Being a financial services firm M&G’s
quite demanding as a client because we’re
people do like data, so when the workplace
always asking ‘how can we push this?’ and
solutions team is dealing with different
we’re equally passionate about making the
parts of the business, when some question
if they have enough space, or
product as great as we possibly can.
where are their people going
“We say to Spica, ‘if you don’t see the
to be based, the app helps
value of [an update] challenge us’,
and that we will respect that but
estates demonstrate how
equally, the ideas that we have
in reality the space is
If you’re an FM working on
help Spica’s product develop
being utilised.
the site it’s a useful way of
as well, so it’s a very symbiotic
Says Gingell: “I
determining how we can
relationship, which is what
think that’s one of
makes it as successful as it is.
the most powerful
proactively respond to things. We’ve
“We’ve had to put a lot of
elements of the
got around 4,000 sensors around
governance around how we
app. People might
prioritise features, because
interpret their space
our UK estate and we want it to
everyone wants everything and
quite differently – for
show us the state of assets
how do we make those decisions
instance it might feel
as it happens.”
in terms of resources – so that’s
quite busy, but when we
have a look at the data we
been a really good discipline for us
can see that actually it’s not
to say, ‘why are we doing it?’ ‘how is that
going to work?’
quite where they thought it was and
“Having put that governance in, we found
we can see where there are gaps. We can
that there were features that we thought
also track which days people are coming
about that we thought were fairly minor,
in and work with teams to ensure they are
actually gave us opportunities to do a lot
getting the most out of their space before
more. It has been a bit of a revelation just
making any physical changes.”
watching how people use the app. There
The technology also helps to streamline
were things we wanted to do and when we
services, giving users the option of informing
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the property help desk if there is an issue.
For instance, if they go to the coffee machine
and it’s not working they can scan it on the
QR code and it will automatically create a
ticket they can track. But the ultimate aim is
to identify any issues before it happens.
Says Gingell: “If you’re an FM working on
the site it’s a useful way of determining how
we can proactively respond to things. We’ve
got around 4,000 sensors around our UK
estate and we want it to show us the state
of assets as it happens. For example, when
it comes to monitoring energy use, with our
environmental sensors if we know they are
deviating from our parameters.”
“In fact, the level of data has given us and
Spica challenges so they’ve created a level of
functionality on the dashboards to see what
works and pull data out that is genuinely
insightful.”
M&G’s MyWorkplace app has
understandably been very well received by
the property service teams as well as end
users, but what about the board?
Says O’Reilly: “They’re massively
supportive of the app, of what we are doing
and that we are creating really efficient
workplaces, so it’s got a lot of profile. Like
everyone else ESG is massively important
to M&G and sustainability is at the heart
of everything we do, from an energy
perspective, carbon perspective, or indeed
a wellbeing perspective. The app gives us a
fantastic data point that we can then use to
show the value add and also to constantly
improve, so it’s really valuable.”

MAKE MORE
OF YOUR
FLOOR
With more than 50 years experience in mat
production and innovation, Kleen-Tex provides
a wide range of products to reduce dirt and
moisture from entering your premises.
þ Keep dirt and moisture at bay
þ Reduce slip hazards
þ Cut cleaning costs
For more information:
+44 (0)1204 705070
info@kleen-tex.co.uk

www.kleen-tex.co.uk

4-5 October 2022. Manchester Central.

Prof Catherine Noakes
One of the leading experts in
ventilation and the transmission
of airborne infection, has been
awarded an Honorary Fellowship of
the Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers (CIBSE).

Peter Guthrie

Vice-President of the Royal
Academy of engineering and
Professor of Engineering for
Sustainable Development at the
University of Cambridge.

Register Now!

The No1 event in the UK for
Healthcare Engineering, Estates
& Facilities Professionals

Dr Shaun Fitzgerald
Director of the Centre for Climate
Repair at Cambridge University,
overseeing work on emissions
reductions through energy
efficient building design as well
as greenhouse gas removal and
approaches to refreeze the Arctic.

David Melbourne
Designate Chief Executive of the
Birmingham and Solihull Integrated
Care Board.

Healthcare Estates® is a unique event that consists of the
prestigious IHEEM Annual Conference, Awards Dinner
and the UK’s largest trade exhibition for the sector.
Build innovative and productive partnerships in asset
management, integrate efficient patient-centred
environments by collaborating with the right people,
find inspiration, and foster aspirational attitudes.

Visit www.healthcare-estates.com

FOCUS

SUSTAINABLE WELLBEING

 ROUNDTABLE

HEALTHY DISCUSSION

FMJ, in conjunction with Zip Water brought together a panel of senior FMs under Chatham
House rules to share their expertise in providing sustainable and healthy working environments
PARTICIPANTS

• Sara Bean - Editor, FMJ
• Robbie Ferguson – National Sales Manager, Zip
• Daniel Johnson – National HydroCare Manager, Zip
• Ian Baker - Head of Workplace, EMCOR UK
• Simi Gandhi-Whitaker, Strategic Technology Director, Mitie
• Peter Carr - Head of FM, CEG
• Maureen Symester - Head of Facilities, Richmond Pharmacology
• Russell Burnaby - Head of FM, Brent Council
• Steve Harris - Head of FM, London Borough of Camden
• Satinder Kaur - Head of Workplace Development, General Medical Council

T

he pandemic has changed the way in which people work and live, with
research suggesting that those who worked mainly from home adopted
less healthy habits, from neglecting to move enough during the day to
neglecting their nutrition and hydration. This means for FMs a focus on
wellbeing, sustainability and community is more important than ever, but
how can they meet these demands while managing the transition from pre-
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pandemic work habits to a hybrid workforce?
We brought together a group of senior FMs alongside two of Zip Water’s
hydration experts to discuss how FMs can devise a Sustainable Health and
Wellbeing strategy that meets Environmental, Social, and Governance factors
(ESG).
Q: What exactly do we mean by wellbeing at work? How can we define it?
Robbie Ferguson of Zip said that wellbeing describes both physical health and
mental health which is why encouraging staff to take regular breaks, including
going out for a walk at lunchtime is an important part of any wellbeing strategy.
For one of our panellists, their organisation was so focused on preventing the
spread of COVID, visitors and staff were subject to lateral flow tests upon entering
their building. This causes problems managing facilities, making deliveries and
collections in particular difficult to manage.
But as another panellist explained: “You’ve got different ends of the spectrum.
If you’d asked two years ago, the definition of wellbeing was making employees
productive, but now it’s about keeping them well. The key to wellbeing now
is having an offer which entices staff to come back, because if you’ve got an
alternative workplace at home you need a pull with wellbeing at the fore.”
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ROUNDTABLE 
According to Zip’s Daniel Johnson, having access
to chilled water while ensuring the taps were
sanitised was a requirement for clients arranging,
“return to work days when the building would
go live, so we took a lot of time to work with the
customers as top of the list was the provision of
food and drink to help entice people back into the
building.”

It was agreed that an important factor is in figuring
out what people want. “It’s not just about getting
people back into the workplace, but what they do
when they get there. It’s good having collaboration
areas, and focused places etc, but is it actually being
used in that way? Have you got enough meeting
areas, enough private areas, are people just coming
in because they want a change from the home
office, are they not coming in enough? We need
to do the analysis and then do that whole change
management piece.”
Q: What are the greatest changes and challenges
in the immediate aftermath of the pandemic?
Overcoming ingrained behaviour was mooted as
something of an unforeseen issue. “People were
told to work from home, so we’re now in the process
of figuring out how we engage them back into the
building.” It also comes down to the activity that
people are doing in the office, as one panellist
explained: “It must link back to purpose, and a lot of
people question ‘why spend so much time travelling
when you can do exactly the same at home?’”
Another challenge is in trying to encourage people
not to go back to the way things were before. For
instance, people booking a meeting room when it’s
not confidential and there are instead a range of
collaborative spaces they could choose instead.

Q: How important a factor is sustaining
wellbeing in the push by organisations to meet
Environmental, Social, and Governance factors
(ESG)?
The panel agreed that when it comes to meeting
ESG, the FM’s core remit to achieve compliance
remains of huge importance. One said: “We’ve got
huge projects on fire safety management, installing
fire doors to meet legislative changes, and ensuring
we’re keeping people safe.”
And this responsibility also applies to the supply
chain, as Ferguson explains: “As a supplier we’re
being asked about what kind of environmental
targets we’re working towards, including the use
of electric vehicles. We’ve got half of our fleet using
EV and are putting the rest on hybrid.
We’re looking at our whole
end to end process as a
manufacturer, including
the use of solar power
and are seeing
these sustainable
requirements
more often when
tendering or
retendering.”
Encouragingly,
the rise of ESG
is expanding
the influence of
FMs. One of our FM
panellists sits on four
steering groups because
there are so many links
from FM to other areas. “My
role is now more strategic because
of keeping abreast of other areas; including
supporting the voluntary sector for instance,
in terms of compliance assistance around their
properties.”
The pandemic and ESG also means that the silos
that used to exist between related disciplines, such
as HR or CRE are being breached: “We’ve been
calling for people and place to come together for
years, and this puts FM in a place it wasn’t in before.
If you can use ESG to leverage places on boards then
it’s to everyone’s advantage.”
Other ways our panellists are addressing ESG is
by organising wellbeing days, where staff can carry
out self-health checks, for instance blood pressure
checks. Other activities include bringing in local
food stallholders to sell a range of street food,
which not only encourages staff to come into the
workplace, but helps support the local economy.

Q: Does the delivery of workplace sustenance
need to be radically rethought to meet the huge
change in work patterns?
It was agreed that we need to start with defining
what is hybrid, as we won’t go back to pre-pandemic
styles of working but we need to determine what
will take its place. This most felt, appears to be
down to each organisation’s style of leadership
which influence work patterns. A straw poll of
our panel revealed that just one organisation was
operating on full attendance five days a week, a
small number were seeing an average of 60 per cent
capacity three days a week and the rest hovered at
around 40 per cent.
Hybrid working patterns have of course affected
how food and drink services are managed.
Catering facilities became unviable during
the pandemic and there was a split between
organisations that decided to reinvest in facilities
and use them as a way to bring people back to the
office, and others who decided it was unviable.
One panellist admitted that as numbers dropped
they lost their catering provider and are deciding
whether to lease the space to a new
provider or instead install a fresh
vend offer. “But people are
coming around to the
idea that you need
something, as it’s
a key part of the
workplace offer.”
Access to
hot and cold
drinks remains
essential, but
as Ferguson
explained this
varies in how it’s
provided: “Some
clients have more
centralised hydration
areas in kitchen areas, while
others may place taps at the end
of a bank of desks. We do see multiple
products being installed, so instead of having
just one tap they’ll have a number as they’re used
flexibly throughout the day. They’re also used as a
reason to have that five-minute chat, and get away
from the desk, to have a cup of tea or coffee or grab
a water.”

It was agreed that we need to
start with defining what is hybrid,
as we won’t go back to pre-pandemic
styles of working but we need to
determine what will take its place. This
most felt, appears to be down to each
organisation’s style of leadership
which influence work
patterns.”
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client organisations, it’s within our gift.”
Technology also extends to the adoption of
apps for employees to encourage the adoption
of healthier habits, from taking more steps to
reminding them to drink more water.
Said Zip’s Johnson: “We’ve got future products
coming which are going to tell people how many
litres of water they’ve drunk which will help them
monitor their own wellbeing without someone else
reminding them. We also have a system in place to
monitor the taps, which takes the onus off someone
having to remember to check. This technology drive
is coming across all industries and the more people
feel a need for it, the more suppliers and FMs are
going to have to gear their strategy towards it; so
we need to deliver it, otherwise we’re not going to
progress.”

Q: How can other wellbeing factors such as
ventilation, acoustics and lighting increase
wellbeing?
FM providers on the panel reported that clients are
increasingly asking them to install room sensors
to help measure occupancy and air quality. These
vendors are also working on research programmes
that provide a link between C02 and room
ventilation. Many organisations have also installed
some fairly sophisticated air filtering equipment.
For instance, bipolar ionisation, using filters to clean
the air, and UVC systems which clean the surfaces of
washrooms and welfare rooms.
When it comes to noise our panel reports that
the top two requirements for supporting staff
coming back into the office are in creating more
collaboration spaces and specific spaces for Teams/
Zoom calls. “When it comes to cutting down on
desking and increasing collaborative space, we
keep in mind the acoustics so include more private
booths and smaller telephone rooms. That space
where you need to go to do your teams call.”
However, a panellist admitted: “Our building
is equipped with a lot of hybrid working areas
but utilisation is low as most people prefer the
convenience of using their desks to have their
Teams calls.”
Pre-pandemic, some of our panel had already
been looking into designing their offices to make
sure meeting rooms were in the centre of the
building, thus giving staff more access around the
parameter to increase their access to natural light.
But more recently they’ve also been “changing from
strip lighting to using light panels which seems to
make quite a difference”.
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Outside access became quite the trend during the
pandemic and it seems its appeal hasn’t dissipated.
Many employers have installed roof terraces with
pergolas where people can work outside or meet
for lunch.
“We can’t develop buildings the same way
anymore if we want them to come back,” said
a panellist. “We’ve got to improve the level of
amenities so for example we’re providing biophilic
solutions, such as green walls to give people a green
space. We see it as the only way we’ll succeed in the
future by being a bit more radical.”
Q: What role can technology play in helping to
deliver a sustainable workplace?
Zip’s Ferguson reports: “What we saw during
the pandemic was that people stopped talking
about sustainability and focused on hygiene – so
developing hands free was something we developed
to bring to the market. As people have come back
into the workplace it’s not wanted as much but it’s
become something they’re now used to having.”
Hands free is no de rigueur for many
organisations. “We carried out a study on the things
you touched, which included handrails, lift buttons,
so we invested in all the key things we could change,
and as a result the toilets are now all hands free.”
Touch free is also linked to sustainability, so
it prevents things like washroom taps being left
running. Simi Gandhi-Whitaker revealed that Mitie
has been doing a lot of data and analytics around
cutting carbon by better monitoring of assets. “If
FMs can prove that just looking at those assets you
can adjust temperatures and BMS controls you can
save energy. As FMs if we can give that data to our

Q: Does there need to be more investment by the
C-suite in helping FMs achieve sustainable health
and wellbeing?
Our panellists felt that their Boards were: “More
focused than ever before on investing on the
services that you provide for the wellbeing of the
staff and service users – this does require a higher
budget initially, but the long terms gains will be
significant.”
However one of the panelists said: “Investment
is required and when I think about what has been
done across our facilities over the last two years –
end of route facilities, wellbeing lounges, acoustic
battens, biophilia – it all costs money, so you
also need a strategy which helps you secure that
investment and put positive changes in place.”
Another totally agreed, “In our organisation
the senior management is very engaged in
sustainability and wellbeing which makes our lives
easier.”
As a supplier Johnson said: “Reinvestment is
required but so is determining value added, because
it isn’t what it was five years ago. Both the two go
hand in hand, and if you don’t do the two together
you won’t get the best outcome for your customers.”
FM’s still have some convincing to do said another
of the client side FMs: “Our C-suite is saying all the
right things but the task for property is working out
what we’re going to do with our estate now and
release funds from that to reinvest.”
As a FM provider said Gandhi-Whitaker:
“Investment is key, but it’s also having a clear
strategy on what we are doing, what are the reasons
and what are the perceived outcomes, and it is here
that data and analytics give you the facts around
whether you’re saving energy or getting people
back into the workplace – so not just doing it for the
sake of it.”
Concluding the discussion, Ian Baker of EMCOR
summed up the challenge: “We know that 90
per cent of an organisation’s cost is people, so if
you spend even a tiny amount in improving their
performance and productivity that ROI speaks for
itself and for me wellbeing is the one area that
has to be the most authentic or everyone will see
through it and think it’s a tick box exercise.”
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PEST PROOF
Natalie Bungay, Technical Compliance Manager at the British Pest Control Association
(BPCA), explains why pests should remain a priority post-pandemic; while Paul Bates, MD of
Cleankill Pest Control offers some practical tips

F

undamental shifts in working
patterns prompted by the COVID-19
pandemic lockdowns have opened a door
for pest infestations in buildings that
may never have seen such a problem
before. Some buildings were found to
have infestations as workers returned
from lockdown, as pests moved into
empty offices and call centres in search
of shelter.
BPCA has produced guidance for
businesses that are now reopened and
looking to establish new protocols for
managing their contractors and building
maintenance, to help avoid seasonal pest
problems.

A QUIET PLACE TO THRIVE
It may seem as though fewer people mean
fewer pests, but that is not always true. As
hybrid working has become an established
pattern for many, the reduced footfall in
some buildings – along with the return of
people who bring food with them into the
building – could create an ideal scenario for
certain pests.
Some pests, such as rodents, feel more
comfortable with less foot traffic, offering
an environment where rodents feel safe,
while people keeping snacks in desk
drawers, or disposing of food wrappers in
waste paper baskets may inadvertently be
providing the food source rodents require.
A serious infestation may result in
contamination, damage to equipment or
the building and a tarnished reputation,
incurring increased costs.
Professional pest protection is a crucial
component for pest-free premises. BPCA
members have the credentials, experience
and knowledge to help FMs establish and
maintain robust pest management systems.
Facilities managers that retained pest
control maintenance throughout the
lockdowns and continue to do so are bestplaced to prevent an infestation, or to take
early action on pest activity.
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PEST CONTROL PLANS
Pest control needs to be included in any
plan to maintain a building, particularly if
the usual monitoring and checks have not
continued while the property was empty,
and if the number of returning staff is fewer
than before the pandemic.
Once a pest infestation has become
established, it is important to control it,
then continue with proper proofing and
maintenance work to avoid issues in the
future. Most pests move into a building
because they are looking for a food source
or shelter. A building that offers both is a
prime target for pests.
When carried out by a professional, pest
proofing is an important step in preventing
pests gaining access to buildings.
Rats can enter a property through a 12mm
gap, while mice can squeeze through a
5mm hole. Gaps around cable entry points,
doors, windows and under eaves are all
potential doorways into the building for

rodents.
Uncovered drains and uncapped
pipework can also be routes into a
building for pests such as rats, mice and
cockroaches.
Bins are a major food source for pests,
particularly rodents and flies. Proper
waste disposal procedures should be in
place, while even simple measures such as
ensuring bin lids are kept closed will help
deter pests from using the bin as a buffet.
Outdoor bin areas should be as
inaccessible as possible to pests – make
sure you carry out regular checks for holes
and damage to bins or bin stores, and proof
or fix these when you spot them.
Regular cleaning is also vital. Crumbs
under desks and in kitchen areas offer
rodents an easy night time meal. And as
rodents tend to contaminate surfaces with
urine, faeces and bacteria carried on their
fur and feet, thorough and regular cleaning
not only takes away a food source, but
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helps protect people in the building from
diseases such as listeria and salmonella.
Pest professionals such as BPCA
members can advise and carry out a
range of proofing systems to help deter
pests, but regular maintenance of those
measures – and an established cycle of
pest management visits – are the best
route to avoid an infestation and achieve
regulatory compliance.

SPOTTING THE SIGNS
Signs of pest activity can include
droppings, the smell of urine from
rodents, eggs or shed skin from insects,
damage to the exterior of the property
near entry points such as drains and
vents, or damage to internal fixings or
equipment.
The most obvious sign of a problem
is spotting the pest itself. And while
some pests can leave very obvious
traces, others are very small and can
be difficult to identify. You might find it
useful to train staff in spotting the signs
of infestations – BPCA have pest control
awareness courses, which help staff learn
how to identify pest issues. If there is any
indication of activity, we recommend an
inspection and advice from a professional
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pest control company.
Rats and mice have rapid breeding
cycles, with one breeding pair potentially
multiplying into hundreds within just a few
months. They will seek out safe shelter with
a food source and, if they find it, will bring
their friends. They also need to gnaw to
care for their teeth and have been known
to chew through wood, cables and soft
metals. Their gnawing activities can cause
serious damage to plumbing and electrics,
so damage to the building, or products and
equipment within, could be a sign of an
infestation.
Electrical fires and flood events have been
attributed to rodent activity. Squirrels have
also been blamed for property fires and
floods, and can pose a problem with cold
water tanks in attics, which sometimes get
contaminated by urine and droppings.

STORED PRODUCT INSECTS
For those businesses involved in the food
industry, including catering, Stored Product
Insects (SPIs) should be on the radar. SPIs
are considered to be the world’s most
expensive pest due to the fact they cost
the food industry billions each year in lost
product and additional operating costs,
but the early stages of an infestation can be

difficult to spot, so a thorough inspection
by a pest professional is recommended.
Indications of SPI infestations include
seeing adult beetles or moths, damage
to packaging and products, ‘tainted’
(discoloured) food and track marks in dust
or flour as well as damp or mould in grain,
which tends to be warmer if infested.
Moth larvae will leave webbing which they
spin as they feed and move. It contaminates
food products, and can cause considerable
damage to machinery and equipment.
Insect larvae excrement, known as ‘frass’ is
another common sign of an infestation.
An obnoxious smell in food areas could
indicate a cockroach infestation. Usually
found in dark, warm spaces, cockroaches
often access a building from the sewer and
establish themselves around stoves, under
sinks or near heating ducts.
Ootheca, or egg cases and droppings are
also signs that cockroaches are around.
Another heat-loving pest that may be
found in large centrally-heated buildings
such as bakeries and hospitals as well as
near heat-producing machinery such as
commercial ovens, is the tropical Pharaoh
ant. Believed to spread diseases, Pharaoh
ants can be found in massive numbers.
Their nests vary in size and can expand
into the available space, with some
research finding nests with 50,000 workers
and 100,000 ants at young stages.
BPCA has a wealth of advice and
information at bpca.org.uk/a-z-of-pests and
further help in identifying potential pest
droppings can be found at bpca.org.uk/
guesswhosepoo.

CALL THE PROFESSIONALS
If the presence of pests – or a serious
infestation – is identified, BPCA
recommends seeking professional help and
advice to tackle the problem.
Premises that have been empty for a
while should be checked and any issues
dealt with to ensure they are pest-free
before reopening.
A BPCA member company will have the
technical knowledge and experience to
apply products in an efficient manner while
minimising risk to the environment and
non-target species.
BPCA members:
 Carry the correct insurances.
 Are trained and qualified technicians.
 Are assessed to the British Standard in
pest management EN 16636.
 Follow BPCA’s Codes of Best Practice.
To find a BPCA member visit: bpca.org.uk
JULY 2022
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BATTLE READY
A range of pests can wage war on your premises, says Paul Bates, MD of Cleankill Pest Control, with advice on how
to win the battle against pests by taking a strategic approach in deterring, detecting and eradicating the problem

P

est control can be compared with going
into battle – technicians have to work
strategically to predict the worse-case
scenarios and be one step ahead of the
enemy. Unfortunately, pests such as fleas and
cockroaches are excellent travellers. Cockroaches
can hitch a lift in cardboard packaging while fleas
and other biting insects can cling to employees’
clothing if they are using public transport.
No establishment can ever be guaranteed pest
free. Modern building techniques like using stud
partitioning, breeze blocks, suspended flooring
and main service voids, often lend themselves to
creating the perfect harbourages for pests.
Overgrown vegetation can provide the ideal
hiding place for rodents and rubbish storage areas
may need examining if they are attracting rats and
mice.

QUALITY OF SERVICE OVER PRICE
As outlined, the contractor should belong to the
British Pest Control Association, with all staff
qualified to at least RSPH Level Two in pest control.
Check for Health and Safety accreditations and full
employers’ and public liability insurance.
Use a provider that has a stable workforce so
your dedicated technician gets to know your site
thoroughly. Some FMs can be misled by cheap
quotes and then they find the provider adds on
unexpected extras which means the seemingly
cheaper quote wasn’t cheaper after all.
Make sure that there is a pest control contract in
place. Normal contracts for standard premises will
include a minimum of eight inspections a year. The
inspections should include all common areas such
as: plant rooms; basements; riser cupboards; car
parks and landscaped areas - all of the areas where
pests could harbour and reproduce undisturbed.

PROOF YOUR PREMISES
Proofing against a whole range of pests is never the
be all and end all, but should be looked at as part of
the overall integrated pest control system. Effective
proofing will restrict rather than be a complete
‘NO ENTRY’ to mice. Bristle stripping the bottom of
doors, especially external doors and riser cupboard
doors, should restrict movement and keep the
rodents out of the building.
Checking the external airbricks and weep holes
and putting specially designed covers on them, if
necessary, should be another regular inspection.
Bird spikes onto ledges, as well as the girders
beneath fire escapes and parapets, will stop
pigeons messing on steps and walkways. Netting
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on lightwells prevents birds gaining access into
sheltered areas at the back of buildings. Pigeons
bring with them other pest problems such as bird
mite, fleas and flies while fouling blocks gutters,
downpipes and air-conditioning intakes.
Cleankill has its own in-house Harrier Hawks and
handlers and the service is particularly popular
with FMs who want the greenest possible methods
of pest control to be used.

enter the building. Modern units use glue-boards
and can be moved around affected areas. The latest
units use LED lighting which is more economical
than the older UV fluorescent bulbs.
Flies and other insects can be treated using ultra
low-volume insecticide applicators during out-ofhours periods. Fly screens can be an excellent way
of maintaining a through air flow while restricting
pest access.

FLY CONTROL

INSPECTIONS AND REPORTS

Flies can cause particular problems as the weather
gets warmer and also in the Autumn when cluster
flies appear. The best solution is to install flycontrol units in kitchens, catering areas, bin rooms
and delivery bays to catch the flies before they

Regular pest control inspections should keep
a good control over the rodent situation.
Rodenticides should be strategically placed around
the property as a first line of defence. If rodents are
spotted, your pest control technician should extend
the placement of rodenticides or increase the
number of visits. Insect detectors can be installed
discretely throughout buildings and regularly
checked.
Your pest control contractor should give suitable
advice and should work in conjunction with you –
good pest control is a two-way street and effective
and regular communication between both parties
is essential.
Finally, digital reporting should mean a report is
sent within minutes of the service being carried out.
Reports should be read and acknowledged, not just
filed away. They will help you when environmental
health officers visit.
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MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
Bianca Angelico Chief DayMaker, On Verve shares advice
on how front-of-house teams can support neurodiverse
employees and guests

Any number of environmental factors can
be challenging, including sound, lighting,
temperature, the number of people in a
space, proximity to others, confined or
closed spaces, lack of enclosure, patterns,
colours and texture.
Conditions can be seen as a stigma, but
this is absolutely the wrong way to think
about it. Neurodiverse people possess
valuable skills that can be hugely beneficial
to businesses. For example, people with
autism often have exceptional analytical
skills, and people with dyslexia are known
for creativity and approaching problemsolving from a different angle.
Any competent business leader knows the
benefits of assembling a team with a mix of
skills. By creating a workplace and culture
that supports neurodiversity, businesses
can give themselves a competitive edge in
addition to developing a strong D&I plan.
Of course, neurodiverse people may need
that extra bit of support to allow them to
flourish in the workplace, and front-ofhouse (FOH) teams have an important role
to play.

HOW TO SUPPORT NEURODIVERSE
INDIVIDUALS

D

iversity and inclusion (D&I) is
high on the agenda for many UK
businesses. In order for D&I objectives
to be met, companies need a robust plan
that includes how they communicate,
the hiring process and ongoing support
for employees in the workplace and
virtually.
It’s estimated that around one in seven
people in the UK are neurodiverse – about
15 per cent of the population. And 50 per
cent of that population are unaware they
have a neurodiverse condition. Despite this,
a CIPD poll in 2018 found that just one in
ten organisations considered neurodiversity
in their people management practices.
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Failure to consider neurodiverse
individuals not only impacts D&I goals,
but means businesses are missing out on
valuable members of the workforce.

WHAT IS NEURODIVERSITY AND WHY IS
IT IMPORTANT?
Simply put, neurodiversity is about the
different ways that the brain functions,
learns and interprets information. Some
of the more well-known neurodiverse
conditions are autism, ADHD, dyslexia and
epilepsy.
Neurodiverse people are on a wideranging scale of hyper and hypo sensitivity.

One of On Verve core values is ‘passionate
about personality’ which is why we treat our
team and every employee and guest as an
individual. We embed ourselves within our
client organisations and get to know each
person. In that sense, we already appreciate
that everyone is diverse, whether they have
a neurodiverse condition or not.
A big part of knowing how and when to
offer support is being able to read the room,
spotting signs of discomfort and knowing
how to respond.
For example, some people on the
autism spectrum might appear quite
blunt in how they talk. That doesn’t mean
they are being rude; it’s just how they
communicate. Some of our DayMakers have
had employees come up to them and say,
“this building is terrible!”. It’s important
to understand the nuances of how autistic
people communicate which shapes how
our DayMakers respond and also take on
feedback.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS ARE VITAL
We’ve had times where a client employee
has had an outburst in the office, for
want of a better word. My number one
tip in this situation is to acknowledge
what that person is upset about. Making
them know they are being listened to and
understanding will help to quickly defuse
the situation. Stay calm while doing this,
and then make suggestions for how you
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employees are addressed. Our DayMakers
support this communication when on
their floor walks by showing colleagues
how to use different spaces. They also
support the comms team by relaying
frequently asked questions, so comms are
always updated to meet the needs of the
end user.
Businesses can take the next step by
making neurodiversity support a part
of the employer brand. This can include
a section on a D&I web page or listing
employee resource groups relating to
disability or neurodiversity. You may even
want to add mini case studies showcasing
how individual employees have been
supported – nothing backs up
claims better than evidence.

can help.
It’s important not to take things
personally. This can be difficult to train so it
can be useful for managers to check in with
their FOH team after being in a situation
like this.
Speaking of training, I recommend a mix
of formal and informal training for FOH
teams. We have an extensive library of
in-house and external training resources,
including podcasts, videos and short
courses. I’ve found that rather than pushing
staff to undertake training, if we simply
offer a wide range of resources and make
staff aware of them, they are more than
happy to explore the options and use the
resources they find most useful.
We also have an active WhatsApp group
where staff share tips and experiences.
This informal knowledge-sharing is just as
beneficial as training courses.

SUPPORTING WORKPLACE VISITORS
Knowing when and how to offer support to
visitors can be trickier as FOH teams won’t
have had the chance to build a relationship
in the way they do with an employee. Again,
it comes to reading the room and being
intuitive.
You might be able to pick up on dyslexia
if a guest email contains noticeable spelling
mistakes. A guest that appears flustered
upon arrival might benefit from being taken
to their destination within the building.
Again, this is where already adopting a
personal approach can be helpful. If your
FOH team makes a point of escorting
every guest to their destination, then
they’ll automatically be supporting any
neurodiverse guests that need that bit of
support.

Business is all about
relationships. Front-of-house
teams have a unique role in
building relationships every day
and so are in a great position
to support neurodiverse
people.”

It’s also vital to
remember that
neurodiverse people
are not fragile and don’t
need handholding. They
often just need to be
engaged with in a slightly
different way.
We all have these skills
already. We engage differently
with our clients, our friends and our
families. It’s just a case of tweaking those
skills when supporting neurodiverse
people.

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE WORKPLACE
Most companies are adapting their
workplaces in the era of hybrid working
or developing strategies to do so. There’s
never been a better time to ensure that
neurodiverse needs are considered in these
plans.
However, we must avoid creating zones
specially for neurodiverse
individuals as this might
just increase the stigma.
Rather, we must create
spaces that are to be used
by all employees. After all,
you don’t need to have a
sensitivity to light or noise
to appreciate working in a
quiet area with controlled
lighting.
Brand communications
about how to utilise spaces
should accompany any
office changes. This should
be aimed at everyone and
be comprehensive enough
that the needs of all

BUILDING EMPLOYEE
RELATIONSHIPS

Business is all about
relationships. Frontof-house teams
have a unique
role in building
relationships every
day and so are in
a great position to
support neurodiverse
people.
Not only will this improve
the working environment for
those individuals, but we can also pass
on insights to our clients. The better you
know someone, the better the experience
we offer in the workplace for them. When
you consider that some may not want to
share that they are neurodiverse, while
others may not even realise, this shared
information can be invaluable.
It doesn’t take a huge amount of work
to support neurodiverse individuals, and
the benefits far outweigh any costs for
training or workplace changes. So, what
are you waiting for?
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SUSTAINABILITY

WHAT ABOUT WATER?
In the first edition of a three-part series on research into water management, Chris
Havers, Programme Director Acclaro Advisory & SFMI focuses on materiality and
customer engagement

B

eing a responsible business means
accounting for vital resources, but water
has often struggled to gain traction within many
organisations. In conjunction with Methven UK,
a leading producer of water saving products, the
SFMI (Sustainable Facilities Management Index)
has reviewed historic trending, surveyed FM
teams around the UK and held a focused SFMI
Leaders Forum discussion to understand the
challenges and help FM to engage with customers
to drive perception changes.
A series of three reports have been produced, in
the series we cover:
1) Materiality and customer engagement
2) Reporting and targets
3) Challenges and opportunities for water
management

“26 PER CENT OF
COMMERCIAL WATER
USE IN LONDON IS
FROM WATER LEAKS”
WE BEGIN BY FOCUSING ON MATERIALITY AND
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

Over the past 60 years, water use habits have
changed dramatically, with consumption increasing
from 85l per person per day in 1960 to over 150l
today. With a growing population, and water
leakage rates remaining stubbornly high at over
20 per cent, consumption levels for the UK are
increasing dramatically. Based on 25,000 smart
meters in the London area, around 26 per cent of
the water delivered to non-household properties is
continuous flow (i.e. leaking).

Not important at all
Neither

Somewhat unimportant
Somewhat important

33 per cent of respondents to a survey felt that
water was ‘somewhat or very important’, with 8 per
cent deeming it ‘not important at all’. The general
view was that water is not material, a view reflected
in contracts where water is not managed as a
service. Specific sectors, such as education facilities
38
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and process users, are more engaged due to water
being a high commodity in what they do.
Reducing water for environmental reasons is the
primary motivation for FMs (92 per cent), along
with financial benefits (59 per cent), as well as
reducing spills and leaks (84 per cent). Technology
is increasingly used to identify variances in
consumption, highlighting where leaks may be
occurring. Water hygiene remains a primary focus
related to legionella and compliance.

(reducing water use) will benefit businesses,
improve carbon footprints and society
∠ Measuring consumption will aid reduction
 Changing habits and behaviour
 Changing facilities
With this consultation brings an opportunity to
heighten the materiality associated with water
in the future, as only emergency shortages, or
Government intervention to prevent this will

Measuring consumption
Reducing spillages/leaks
Improving water quality
Reducing water consumption (financial perspective)
Reducing water consumption (environmental...
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Not important at all

Somewhat unimportant

Looking towards climate change implications,
where summer means less rainfall and more
extreme winter weather events, there are regions
in the south and east of England increasingly under
water stress. Managing the risks of water shortages
leading to temporary closure of buildings has
generally not been considered. Low flow systems
can extend the time facilities are operable for.
The drive towards zero carbon is enabling
different conversations about water, similarly
to those focussed upon wellbeing. However,
with water costs low, it is rarely a factor that is
incorporated into ESG targets.

HOW MATERIAL IS WATER MANAGEMENT
TO YOUR ORGANISATION AND YOUR
STAKEHOLDERS?
Perception around the opportunities has a large
part to play, with behaviour change difficult and
investment restricted. Methven noted that design
is an influential factor in water reduction, if urinals
are situated before cubicles (in this study the
cubicles were hidden at the back) men are more
likely to use the urinals, and ultimately reduce water
consumption.
In March the UK Government body, DEFRA,
proposed a 20 per cent reduction per person by
2037. To meet this target there are a number of
strands of activity that must be undertaken:
 Create awareness of the problem - There is a
common misbelief that there is no shortage of
water
∠ Despite little financial impact – this is not a
problem that will go away without action. Action

Neither

Somewhat important

Upmost importance

“92 PER CENT OF FMS
SEE ENVIRONMENTAL
REASONS AS A DRIVER
FOR REDUCING WATER
USE. DESIGN PLAYS A
SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN
THE AMOUNT OF WATER
USED IN A WASHROOM”
heighten the en-masse change in awareness of the
British public. FMs should be seeking to understand
how the proposals can affect their customers, and
position themselves to be able to guide them on
action.
Also, understanding how improvements can be
implemented when the time is right is vital. When
water is deemed less material, considering it in
redesign is a valuable key when the opportunity
arises but this requires an understanding of the
behaviours of how we use facilities and when is the
best time to advise upgrades and the introduction
of new technology.
The SFMI and Methven UK are keen to expand its
research and understanding of the water challenge
in FM by expanding our survey. Please take a short
bit of time to be part of our survey:
www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/XP06UC/
https://uk.methven.com/home
https://www.acclaro-advisory.com/sfmi/

SELECTING THE BEST CAFM
FOR YOUR ESTATES AND
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Investing in a new CAFM solution or
module is a big decision, fortunately good
CAFM software has come into its own over
recent months; enabling estates and
facilities departments to run amazingly,
despite the increase in demand and
pressure. It is helping managers and teams
alike do their jobs efficiently and more
easily; even when working remotely.
Whether you need to make your first steps
into Estates and Facilities Management
software, or your existing CAFM is nolonger supporting you the way you need it
to, CAFM experts 3i Studio have shared
some key steps that will help ensure you
choose the best solution for you, your
team, and your contractors.

DOES IT HAVE THE RIGHT TOOLS AND
REPORTING? Ensure your new solution

CAN YOU USE YOUR NEW CAFM
REMOTELY? Ensure you can access your

WHO SHOULD BE PART OF THE DECISION?

DO THEY MEET GOVERNMENT SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS? A secure system that

WILL THEY HELP YOU GET UP AND
RUNNING? Moving your data in from your

WHAT IS THEIR PEDIGREE? You need to be
confident that your new CAFM provider is
experienced within your sector, as well as
being stable enough to continue
supporting you in the future too.

contains all the features you need to
improve workflow and communication, as
well as giving you the right reporting and
tracking tools to enable you make
informed decisions and reduce costs.

enables you to control who has access to
what information is vital. Check that your
CAFM solution meets all the Government
security requirements, such as Cyber
Essentials, and your data will be securely
hosted for you within the UK.

DO THEY CONTINUALLY DEVELOP THEIR
SOLUTIONS? Estates and facilities

requirements are continually evolving, so
choose a solution that will be developed
and fully supported to ensure it will meet
your future needs as well.

3i Studio’s MD Tim Andrew:
“Good CAFM software has come
into its own recently; enabling
estates & facilities departments
to run amazingly.”

solution remotely using your existing
laptops, smart phones, and internet. Gone
are the days where you need to buy new
hardware for you, your team, or your
contractors to log-in wherever they are.

old property management solution, or
from spreadsheets and even hard copy,
can take time and skill, so ensure that your
CAFM provider will help you with this and
swiftly get you and your team up and
running with access to both your current
and historic data.

CAN THEY GUARANTEE YOUR START DATE?

Establish the set-up time; three to six
weeks from sign-off is typical and should
enable your provider time to not just set
up your CAFM and train your team, but for
you to also test and tweak your solution
before it goes live.

CAN YOU TEST-DRIVE THE NEW CAFM?
Having access to a demo system before
deciding if a CAFM solution can do what
you need it to do is vital.

You need your new provider to be
transparent and prepared to make this
ARE UPGRADES FREE? Your upgrade should investment so you can be confident not
be included in your support fees, and not
only in their solution, but that they will
require you to pay for new licences to
also provide the ongoing support you
benefit from upgrades and developments. need.

Involving the people who will be using
your CAFM solution in the specification
and selection will ensure they get the
functionality they genuinely need, as well
as giving them a solution that they can
work with and enjoy using.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

3i Studio’s Estates Management
software is highly functional but still
easy to use.

A 3i Studio Fire Service Client:
“The beauty is that you can
see and do everything you
need on one page, … it’s very
friendly software.”
FOR FURTHER ADVICE…

Whether you would simply like some
advice, would like to see a demo, or to
test drive some CAFM software
yourself, 3i Studio will be happy to
help, so do get in touch with them.

Call: 0345 675 5051
Email: sales@3istudio.com
Take a look: www.3istudio.com
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SHAPE SHIFTING
Paul Edward, Managing Director of British office furniture designer and
manufacturer Staverton explains why choosing flexible and mobile furniture
can help employees to shape the environment to suit their needs

T

he pandemic, and our subsequent
return to the office has made the
need for high performing workspaces
that deliver the best from their people,
more important than ever. For FMs
who are typically on the front line of
translating employees’ new wants, needs
and behaviours into engaging, efficient,
agile, and ergonomics workspaces –
there is a seismic task ahead.
To deliver this vision, workplace design is
undergoing a metamorphosis. Office spaces
are fast becoming hubs for collaboration
and community, rather than merely
head-down desk-based work, as hybridworking becomes the new normal. And, as
collaboration and teamwork are important
to 75 per cent of employees and 17 per
cent are more satisfied when collaboration
is part of their work, recognising these
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needs not only supports staff productivity
and wellbeing, but is crucial for talent
recruitment and retention too.
With those considerations in mind it’s
not surprising that flexible and mobile
furniture is fast becoming a staple of
the post-pandemic workplace as a vital
building block that can help employees feel
in control, be productive and comfortable,
make space work harder for a business, and
build longevity into work environments.

ACTIVITY-BASED WORKING
We broke free of our desk-based shackles
some time ago and workplaces are now
much more richly varied and agile places
as a result – with increasingly task-based
areas for coalescing, socialisation,
collaboration, quiet reflection and more.

Consequently, most office furniture projects
have a requirement for flexible and/or
mobile furniture as it enables employees to
shape the environment to suit their needs.
This degree of personalisation, adjustment
and customisation is important –
particularly when most modern workplaces
are centred on shared rather than owned
spaces. Plus, it can help to support more
diverse employee needs and create more
inclusive workplaces.
Resimercial design has been around for
some time – that is the idea of bringing
residential elements into the workplace –
but the pandemic really accelerated this
appetite for greater home comforts and
design familiarity at work. After almost two
years of being able to manage your own
work setting – everything from heating,
lighting, and location to the quality of the
coffee you drink – choice is now vital in the
shared workplace. That might be exercising
task-related choices such as choosing
a quiet pod to make a difficult phone
call, changing the height of a desk to aid
movement and improve wellbeing, working
from the roof garden or simply grabbing a
drink and socialising with colleagues.
The benefit of flexible furniture is that
it can help to create spaces within spaces
instead of using walls and provide visual
cues as to how areas are to be used.
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Valuably, it can also be used numerous
different ways by different people.
So, a large kitchen-table can support
collaborative team meetings, but it can
also provide touch-down spaces for visitors
when it’s not in use. Mobile sit-stand desks
can be set to suit individual users’ needs
and moved as tasks require while tech-rich
scrum spaces can be used for informal oneto-ones just as readily as for project team
updates.
While the benefits of flexibility do
often centre on employees’ needs, we
must remember the value this has for
organisations and FMs too. The pandemic
made businesses of all sizes realise just
how critical the qualities of resilience,
adaptability and flexibility are. In choosing
flexible furniture, FMs are essentially
equipping their organisations with the
tools to pivot as operational needs change,
working styles and patterns evolve,
and teams grow or decline. Furniture
that serves multiple uses, or which can
be moved, reconfigured, upgraded or
customised provides the latitude agile
organisations require and FMs’ capex
budgets need.

CHOICE
Flexible office furniture can help make
even the smallest of workplaces meet
multiple different needs and styles. It can
promote choice, aid wellbeing (physical
and mental) and support employees with
an increasingly task-orientated approach
to work. With that in mind, here are four
flexible office furniture considerations for
the post-pandemic workplace:
Sit-stand: Designed in response to a need
to make office workers less sedentary,
sit stand desks help employees to move
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more and promote greater choice. While the
widespread adoption of these desks is still in the
early stages (most employers apportion 10-20 per
cent of their desking to sit stand), there are some
organisations who have been quick to champion
sit-stand flexibility. Interactive entertainment
company King is one such example. We designed a
mobile sit-stand desk solution so their team could
manage their personal comfort and reconfigure
furniture easily as their needs changed. These
desks changed their collaborative dynamic and
made it possible for mini-teams to coalesce easily
– whether that’s moving desks into mini huddles
or simply rotating them 90 degrees to face their
colleagues.
Space-defining structures: Flexible furniture
can help to zone open-plan spaces. Our recent
development of TT, a modular grid-based shelving
system and Scrumwall are perfect examples. Both
are space-defining structures with a high degree
of functionality and user engagement, thanks to
a wide variety of add-ons such as standing tables,
lockers, write-on surfaces, and integrated AV.
Furniture of this ilk enables numerous different
work settings to radiate from one central spine
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and provides a cost-effective and flexible
way to create distinct zones within large
open floor plates. Other furniture in this
category includes high-backed seating
booths, storage systems and self-contained
meeting pods – all of which create spaces
within spaces and boast multiple uses.
Alternative meeting spaces: Not all
meetings are face-to-face. Not all meetings
need to be held in private meeting rooms
either. In fact, impromptu collaboration
and quick team meetings can be best
supported with more informal and flexible
spaces. This might be achieved with denstyle furniture - typically semi-enclosed
soft seating which offers acoustic privacy
and comfort in equal measure – or through
touch-down spaces. More collaborative
team gatherings may require a meeting
room, but kitchen table project setting
or informal company presentation areas
provide other useful options, while
conference calls or video meetings are best
suited to individual phone and AV booths,
where acoustics and privacy have been
fully considered.
Easy to move: Whether it’s being able
to quickly pull up extra seating to a
collaboration table, moving desks into a
new configuration or wheeling write-on
surfaces into a meeting area – the modern
office needs furniture that is quick, easy
and safe for people to move as and when
they require. This doesn’t have to mean
everything on castors either, as designers
and manufacturers have engineering
solutions that are light and simple to move.
Flexibility is at the very core of the hybrid
working concept. It affords people greater
choice and autonomy, which typically
turns into greater wellbeing, productivity,
and loyalty too. For FMs striving to create
ergonomic, choice-led, agile and relevant
workplaces, flexible office furniture creates
a valuable win-win.
JULY 2022
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STAND AND DELIVER
Sit-stand desks have surged in popularity in office spaces in recent years – but are they making the difference they
should? And are they even being used properly says Guy Osmond, Managing Director of Osmond Ergonomics

O

ffice workers are a highly sedentary
population, spending up to 85 per cent
of their time at work sitting, in large part for
prolonged periods of 30 minutes or more.
Yet sitting down for long periods is bad for
us. Not only can it cause discomfort and lead
to musculoskeletal problems, but sedentary
behaviour has also been linked with an increased
risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
some cancers, and mortality, often independently
of body mass index and physical activity, as well as
with poor mental health, and a lower quality of life.
The height-adjustable or ‘sit-stand’ desk is an
increasingly common intervention adopted in a bid
to cut sitting time and create healthier workplaces.
Used correctly, they can improve wellbeing
and productivity. But in many cases they are
underused, or even inappropriately used, with the
potential to create health and safety issues rather
than resolving them.
Too many suppliers will deliver sit-stand desks
with virtually no information about how to set
them up correctly, or how to use them effectively.
Our assessors and trainers going into workplaces
see issues ranging from poor posture and incorrect
height adjustment to people standing for too long.
Without the right support sit-stand desks can
actually end up creating health and safety issues.
The expense of sit-stand desks can only be
justified, if purchase and installation is followed
with the right training and support.

UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE
A crucial misconception is that the purpose of a sitstand desk is to allow people to ‘stand’ to work. We
see people standing for hours at a time thinking it’s
doing them good. Standing for long periods can be
bad for you too – leading to varicose veins, or foot
problems for example.
It’s not so much about standing – it’s about
standing up – the movement from one posture to
another is where the benefit is.

Whenever we supply sit-stand desks, we ensure
that the customer understands that movement is
the key – and they need to mix sitting and standing;
five to six minutes of standing for 30 minutes sitting
is recommended.
Or people might like to consider the 30-minute
cycle described by Professor Alan Hedge of Cornell
University – sit for 20 minutes, stand for eight and
move and stretch for two minutes.

CORRECT POSTURE AND POSITIONING
How you stand at a sit-stand desk also matters.
Many users set the desk too low, and end up
slouched forward, leaning on the desk with
their head tilted up at the screen creating a very
uncomfortable ‘vulture neck’. Many people also
lock their knees which restricts blood flow.
With a sit-stand desk, you should stand upright
with your legs apart and slightly bent with one foot
marginally in front of the other. Your elbows should
be level with the desk. It may be necessary to raise
or tilt the monitor slightly to the visible screen top
is just below eye level in order to avoid tipping your
head forward.

TRAINING AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT
It’s important to keep in mind that moving to
sit-stand desks represent a significant change to
the way in which people work and needs to be
managed in that way.
The first thing is to make sure all staff understand
the reasons and the benefits of using your new
sit-stand desks.
Then provide the education piece to ensure
the desks are being set up and used effectively,
through training, in person, or through the intranet.
You might have signs and displays on the desks or
around the office or use an internal social media
platform such as Chatter.
And while there will always be those in any
organisation who are reluctant or reject it outright,
you can find your champions. Those who get it
straight away can be tasked with sharing that
enthusiasm with others.

A CULTURE SHIFT
It’s also vital to understand that the transition to
sit-stand desks is much more than a change of
furniture; it’s actually a culture shift.
I like the description of the workplace as
‘workspace plus culture’. Creating a healthy
workplace is not just about the office environment
and equipment, but the shared culture too.
So training is not the final step – staff
empowerment is key. You need to build a culture
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where people take breaks, and movement is
accepted and encouraged.
In my decades working with businesses I
have seen a range of approaches to encourage
movement, from ‘walking meetings’ to limiting
the number of printers per floor so people need to
move from their desks to pick up their printouts.
A similarly deliberate approach should be applied
to sit-stand desks, because if everyone continues
to sit, no one will feel able to move their desk up
and stand.
Invite staff to set reminders to shift position using
free apps, or more sophisticated software that can
trigger reminders on computer screens or even
on the desks themselves. Or you could encourage
people to stand for certain tasks and activities –
sorting paperwork for example, or whenever a
colleague comes over for a quick conversation.
Sit-stand desks can work in a host of settings,
from tech companies, to education, to the financial
sector. Many of our customers opt for motorised
versions which are incredibly easy to use and quick
to adjust. Their flexibility is a huge advantage in
hot-desking offices for example; while sitting is
best for some tasks, a standing desk that gets used
by multiple colleagues will fit all sizes, sitting or
standing – provided they all understand correct
positioning and usage.

A CATALYST FOR CHANGE
Ultimately sit-stand desks are just one element of
a healthy workplace – the bigger picture includes
both well-designed physical spaces and tools, and
a culture and ethos which promotes collaboration,
physical and psychological wellbeing and
communication.
But while they aren’t a magic bullet – they are
a powerful tool. Implemented correctly sit-stand
desks can help trigger a culture shift away from
static, sedentary working environments to offices
that encourage more movement – that shift
can be transformative for health, wellbeing and
productivity.
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NEXT LEVEL THERMOGRAPHY FROM TESTO
Your new thermal imaging cameras for every job.
Testo have released an all-new range of thermal
imaging cameras, the new models include testo
865s, testo 868s, testo 871s and testo 872s.
Designed for use by contractors within the heating
and ventilation industry, as well as also offering
the ability for electrical and mechanical inspection
and preventative maintenance within industrial
applications.

Informative thermal images: High
resolution and very good NETD
Testo offers the best thermal image quality
with resolution up to 320 x 240 pixels, plus
testo SuperResolution technology allowing up
to 640 x 480 pixels! Plus a thermal sensitivity
(NETD) for temperature differences as low as
0.05 °C.
With all models offering functionality such
as both auto and manual
control of thermal scale
and span, all images will be
captured with high clarity.

Smart and networked:
Connection of radio probes
and testo Thermography App
Thanks to smart connectivity
with wireless testo devices (such as
605i thermohygrometer) the testo
868s, testo 871s and testo 872s models
integrate perfectly into your everyday
work. The FREE testo thermography
app allows you to use your smartphone
or tablet as a secondary screen and
create reports on site.

Intuitive operation: modern tile look and quick
select button
A new quick select button and modern tile layout
makes navigating your thermal imaging camera
even easier. Intuitive operation means IFOV warner
with display of measurement spot size to avoid
measurement errors and automatic detection of hot
and cold spots.

 www.testo.com/en-UK/products/thermal-imagers-testo-87Xs

OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE FOR DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS: SIGNIFY
LAUNCHES PHILIPS PACIFICLED GEN 5 WATERPROOF LUMINAIRE
Signify, the world leader in lighting, has launched
the latest generation of the PacificLED gen5
waterproof luminaire, a solution designed
for performance in the most demanding
environments such as industry and parking
areas, withstanding potential stresses like
humidity, extreme temperatures and chemical
fumes. Furthermore, with the option to integrate
into the interact wireless connected lighting
system, the Pacific LED gen5 can provide even
greater energy savings, while optimising
employee safety and productivity.
Meant to light up various tough conditions
Industry: PacificLED gen5 is suitable for a wide range
of (heavy) industrial applications. The luminaires have
a robust and
compact
product
architecture,
with high
water
and dust
protection
(IP66),
combined

with a high degree of mechanical protection (IK08).
The luminaires can manage potential stresses like
humidity, high temperatures, sparks, and chemical
fumes to ensure industrial operations can be carried
out safely. Making this luminaire the ideal choice for
warehouses and distribution centres, food processing
and pharmaceutical manufacturing, discrete
manufacturing, as well as chemicals and heavy
industry.
Private and Public Parking: Lighting should
enable drivers to navigate their way without creating
disturbing effects or compromising operations or
energy consumption. The PacificLED gen5 enhances
safety and ensures high quality lighting to avoid
lighting hotspots or striping.
Designed for the circular economy
The luminaire is designed to meet the evolving
needs beyond rated service life from start to
finish – including service and repair, upgrades and
replacements with its modular design. The luminaire
is designed around five principles of the circular
economy: recyclable, serviceable, energy-efficiency,
connectable and upgradable, ensuring a long
sustainable lifetime.

Energy efficiency
The PacificLED portfolio is proven to be highly
energy-efficient and offers luminaires with a long
lifetime: up to 160 lm/W and a lifetime up to 100,000
hours L80. With integration of Interact industry, that
provides a platform for connectivity and innovation,
offers increased opportunities for optimised
efficiency, energy saving, connectivity, productivity
and safety open up, through the use of daylight
dimming, occupancy sensors, etc This, combined with
hassle-free installation and maintenance ensures an
attractive total cost of ownership.

 www.signify.com
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RELIEVING THE FIDDLE OF RING
CONTINUITY TESTING
The measuring of R1+R2, R1+RN, r1, rn and r2 has just become quicker and easier
with the release of the new Ring Continuity Adapter , A 2214, and associated
firmware updates by Metrel, the manufacturer of innovative test solutions.
The adapter, A 2214, and its test leads, is quickly nulled and clipped to the
circuit conductors and connected to one of a range of Metrel multi-function
testers. The test started with the press of a button and r1,r2, and rn are measured
in one go. The tester and its plugged test lead are then moved round the ringunder-test’s sockets. The results are stored and the highest reading displayed. As
the tester communicates with the adapter through the circuit conductors to vary
the configuration meaning that all the measurement are completed in one hit,
making it up to 60% faster than doing the job conventionally.

Ring continuity testing using the
new Metrel adapter, A2214 and MI
3155 multi-function tester
 www.metrel.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

WEATHERITE COOLS WITH CONDAIR ME
The Condair ME evaporative
humidifier is helping Weatherite
reduce cooling system energy
consumption for its data centre
and telecoms clients by up to 80%.
Condair’s evaporative humidifier
is providing adiabatic cooling in
Weatherite’s innovative Adtec-D free
air cooling unit.
The Adtec-D is a self-contained,
modular cooling system that can be
located either inside or outside of
a building. In data hall or telecom
environments, for most of the year it
operates in free air cooling mode and
uses the outside air alone to cool the
internal environment. However, when
the outside temperature rises to around 20°C, the Adtec-D switches to adiabatic
cooling mode. The incoming air is then passed through the Condair ME, which
evaporates water into the fresh air stream, cooling it by up to a further 12°C.
By combining free air and evaporative cooling, Weatherite’s Adtec-D has
recently been able to fully replace DX mechanical cooling across more than 800
switchgear rooms for a leading UK telecoms provider. A total of around 1,500
Adtec-D units have been deployed in the project to date. A single legacy 30kW
DX and free air cooling unit was consuming around 71,000kWh annually to
maintain the required internal temperature, operating 24/7. The replacement
30kW Adtec-D cooling unit consumes just 14,000kWh to meet the same annual
cooling load.
 www.condair.co.uk
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PANDUIT LAUNCHES FLEXCORE OPTICAL
DISTRIBUTION FRAME

CLOSED LOOP RECYCLING SCHEME WITH BANGOR
UNIVERSITY

Panduit has announced the new FlexCore™ Optical Distribution Frame [ODF],
a versatile front-access cabling system that provides improved protection for
critical fibre connections. Utilising innovative cable management and simple,
intuitive cable routing, the FlexCore™ ODF simplifies and reduces time for
moves, adds, and changes. With standard doors with locks and optional locks
for each enclosure, the FlexCore™ ODF solution enables multi-tiered security an
important addition for multiple client access.
The FlexCore™ ODF system can manage up to 3,168 fibres per frame, making it
easy to create multiple configurations using just three modular building blocks.
Compared to typical data centre cabinets, FlexCore™ ODF can reduce floor
space in a data centre by 50%.
Panduit FlexCore™ Optical Distribution
Frame offers multiple advantages over
existing products:
• Highly intuitive cable routing paths remove
guesswork and prevents ‘rip and replace’ costs
• Innovative cable management and lockable
vertical cable manager doors eliminate circuit risk and downtime
• Up to 3,168 fibres per frame when using standard 24 fibre cassettes
• Data centre floor space can be reduced by 50%
• Simplifies and reduces the time for moves, adds, and changes (MACs)
• Multiple form factor cassettes optimise rack space across wider applications
• Patch cords consolidated to a single length – freeing up capital locked in
maintaining inventory
• Multi-layer security with lock capability available at both 4RU enclosure and
ODF doors

Leafield Environmental, a leading UK manufacturer and designer of recycling and
litter bins are proud to offer a Closed Loop Recycling Scheme and have recently
reclaimed 900 old plastic bins from Bangor University and turned them into new
plastic bins.
The Leafield Closed Loop Recycling Scheme is a major contribution in
supporting the Government’s target for the UK to be net zero carbon by 2050. The
unique benefit
of this scheme
is that the new
bins are made
from up to 100%
recycled plastics,
which puts the
circular economy
at the core of any
business.
Gwen Holland,
Waste Manager and Circular Economy Coordinator at Bangor University said:
“Bangor University moved from a comingled (mixed) recycling system to a
semi-segregated system in 2020, with the aim of improving recycling rates. We
purchased all our new internal recycling bins from Leafield Environmental as
they were manufactured from 100% recycled plastic. Just before Christmas
2021, Bangor University and Leafield Environmental teamed up to collect, sort
and recycle all our old Halls of Residence bins so that they could be made into
new bins. In order to truly contribute to a circular economy, we believe that all
our decisions should be circular - from purchases, to processes, to disposal. We
would like to thank the Leafield team for their continued support.”

 www.panduit.com/flexcore-odf

 www.leafieldrecycle.com
 recycle@leafieldenv.com
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RED DOT RECOGNISES GOOGLE MEET SERIES ONE
BY AVOCOR WITH TWO DESIGN AWARDS

FORBO LAUNCHES NEW ADHESIVE FREE
SAFETY FLOORING

Avocor, a fast-growing global interactive display company and a leading
provider of interactive video conferencing solutions, has received two Red Dots
for the Google Meet Series One all-in-one devices in the Red Dot Awards 2022.
The Red Dot Award is an international design competition, whose renowned
jury rewards products that feature an outstanding design.

Developed in partnership with Google Workspace,
Google Meet Series One was launched in September
2021 to bring meeting equity to everyone, both inperson and remote. The Series One Desk 27 and Board
65 by Avocor combine video conferencing and digital
whiteboarding to provide robust meeting experiences
for teams looking for more inclusive and immersive
collaboration.
Desk 27 is a 27-inch premium all-in-one touchscreen
Google Meet device, ideal for personal workstations or extra-small, shared
spaces. It also functions as a desk monitor, laptop docking station, and digital
whiteboard through integration of the popular Google Jamboard app.
Board 65 is designed to bring teams together for more efficient, equitable, and
intuitive collaboration. The 65-inch device can be wall-mounted in small-tomedium collaboration spaces or placed on an optional purpose-built stand.

Forbo Flooring Systems has
launched a brand new adhesive
free, Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) compliant safety flooring
range: Surestep Fast Fit.
Joining Forbo’s ever
expanding Fast Flooring
portfolio of adhesive free
solutions, Surestep Fast Fit has
been designed for demanding
commercial environments,
where a quick turnaround and minimal disruption is required, but where slip
resistance is also a priority. It’s perfect for all sectors where safety is important,
including healthcare, education, retail, public buildings and offices.
The genuine >36 safety flooring is installed with no adhesive, which means
extensive subfloor surface preparation is minimised or even eliminated, and
installation is quick and easy with minimal downtime, meaning installation times
can actually be reduced by up to 50%!
Suitable for installation over a variety of existing subfloors, including new
concrete substrates of up to 97% RH, Surestep Fast Fit is installed using double
sided tape and can be fitted while the building is still in use. Importantly, the floor
can be walked on immediately after installation is complete. What’s more, the
collection is also free from the usual constraints associated with adhesives such
as odours, dust or VOCs – contributing to a better indoor environment.
Forbo’s Surestep Fast Fit collection also features a PUR Pearl finish, which
ensures the flooring is both stain and chemical resistant, making it easy to clean
and perfect for demanding commercial applications.

 www.avocor.com

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/surestepfastfit

RedDot Winner 2022: Google Meet Series One Desk
27 by Avocor
RedDot ‘Best of the Best’ Winner 2022: Google Meet
Series One Board 65 by Avocor

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/fastflooring

FLOWSCAPE MAKES HYBRID WORKING POSSIBLE
Work is what we do, not where we go. Every workplace has to be an
environment that allows for individual needs as well as the team dynamic; it
must provide space for creativity and productivity. It has to be frictionless. It is
not about technology – but every great workplace has to have the right tech,
algorithms
and processes
to support
physical
and digital
connection and
collaboration.
That’s what
Flowscape
does.
Flowscape
exists to reduce
time-wasting
and tear down
barriers for
interaction – via an app on your smartphone or your PC – you can plan your
day and where you spend it. We allow you to do a good job and not waste time
on things that shouldn’t take time. Using our systems you can plan where and
when to work, who to collaborate with, and even shape your work environment.
Flowscape helps you to connect, create, and use the workspace in the best
possible free flowing way possible.
Find out some ways we can help you to love the office and collaborate here:
https://flowscapesolutions.com/solutions/digital-workplace.
 https://flowscapesolutions.com/solutions/digital-workplace

CUSTOMERS TO BENEFIT AS AMBEROL AND
LEAFIELD ENVIRONMENTAL JOIN FORCES
Amberol, who are known for manufacturing self-watering planters and street
furniture, has joined Leafield Environmental as part of an acquisition completed
in June, bringing together a talented team with over 80 years of experience in the
field of manufacturing sustainable plastic products.
Amberol work with a range of organisations including local authorities,
community gardening groups, businesses, and education establishments. Set
up in 1969 by two friends Phil Atkinson and Jack Williamson, the company
developed the
Aquafeed™ matting
system which is used
in their range of selfwatering planters, in the
1970s. The planters need
topping up just once or
twice a week, saving on
water and maintenance.
Amberol also make a
range of recycling and
non-recycling litter bins,
as well as benches and picnic tables.
As one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of rotationally moulded litter
and recycling bins, Leafield Environmental’s products perfectly complement
Amberol’s range and ethos.
Amberol will continue to manufacture the full range of products at their
Derbyshire factory as well operating customer services. The company’s litter bins
can be found on some of Britain’s busiest streets in Westminster, and as far afield
as Australia.
 www.amberol.co.uk
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PIPE INSPECTION SYSTEM?
Choosing the right inspection camera is often
preceded by a whole thought process. Not
least, price is an important factor, but it is not
the only one. More important is the choice
of the right pushcable inspection camera for
your applications. You as a professional sewer
inspector or sewer cleaner know perfectly
well which diameters or types of pipes you
inspect most. Accordingly, you choose a camera
inspection system with the right pushcable,
camera head size and which type of monitor suits
you best.

Choosing the right pushcable is
crucial. A flexible cable can handle
more bends but is not very suitable
for inspecting longer distances. A
stiffer and thicker pushcable, on the
other hand, is very suitable for longer
distances, but only passes a few light
bends. So it comes down to which type
of installation you inspect the most and
in the SeeSnake line we have them all
available.
Another point is the camera head,
its size, and the spring
combination. SeeSnake
cameras have been
specifically developed to work
in pipes, are extremely robust
and lie in line behind each
other. They are therefore much less likely
to get stuck behind obstacles in the pipe or
behind connection points.
In addition, the SeeSnake camera heads
are all, with a few exceptions, equipped with
TruSense technology. This gives you extra
HDR (High Dynamic Range) video quality and
an inclinometer (TiltSense). The inclinometer
shows you the position of the camera head

 https://ridgid.co.uk

WATERBLADE PRODUCES SIGNIFICANT
WATER AND ENERGY SAVINGS IN RENTAL
PROPERTY TRIAL
Reducing the
water usage
by 33% in a
property with
a 50% increase
in occupancy.
We believe
this saving was
mostly down to
the Kitchen sink
Waterblade.
By fitting a
separate cold
water filler tap,
the slow filling
property of the
Waterblade is no longer an issue, and the exceptional rinsing performance at
low flow saves significant amounts of water.
The user feedback for this trial was good. While the energy saving from heating
less water in this trial was not monitored, we know it shall also be significant.
Happy to share the full trial report.

 www.thewaterblade.com
 07956 247392
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 nigel@thewaterblade.com

in the pipe and can provide you with extra useful
information about the condition of the tube system.
Do you like to work with a separate monitor with
large screen or keyboard, should the monitor be fixed
to the reel or do you like to work with your own tablet
or smartphone? All options are available within the
RIDGID SeeSnake line and moreover, they are and
always will be compatible with each other, no matter
which choice you make today or in a few years' time.

 (0) 808 238 9869

ALTRO HELPS INTEGRATE ART INTO NEW
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL BUILDING
The positive impact of an enhanced environment is incontrovertible in modern
healthcare – staff and patient experience is improved by art; the impact on
wellbeing and outcomes is
significant. So it is fitting that
the new 34,600m2, Grafton Way
Building at the University College
of London Hospital (UCLH)
incorporates more than 100
original pieces of art, printed on
Altro Whiterock Digiclad™ (Custom)
wall sheets and forming part of the
fabric of the building.
Guy Noble is Arts Curator with UCLH Arts and Heritage Programme, and works
to improve patient and staff outcomes through the Arts. He curated the artwork
that features so prominently throughout the new facilities.
“There is a raft of evidence showing how enhanced environments improve
recovery rates for patients,” Guy explains. “Nature and views of nature are
particularly impactful. The themes for the new hospital encompass nature in
many forms. We have looked to artwork to uplift, to calm, to distract – this can be
really effective for people in distressing or worrying situations.”
Guy’s team commissioned more than 100 original pieces of work, covering
3,000 ft2.
This ambitious art project was made possible through the use of Altro
Whiterock Digiclad (Custom), which is created by reproducing a photographic
image or design on to Altro Whiterock wall cladding, with consistent,
photographic quality. Hard-coat technology provides scratch-resistant properties
for added surface protection.
 www.altro.co.uk
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CHURCHILL APPOINTS GROUP ENVIRONMENT MANAGER
Churchill Group has appointed Hannah Dales as Group Environment Manager to
spearhead the company’s environmental strategy, ensuring it is embedded in everyday
working practices and it underpins decision-making throughout the business.
Dales has extensive experience in her field. She has an undergraduate Masters in
Environmental Sciences from the University of Southampton and joins from her role as
Environment Manager for Old Oak Common station at High Speed Two. Key successes
in that role included developing an environmental sustainability strategy, achieving
net zero for station design, and ensuring that both design and construction were fully compliant with
environmental regulations.
Commenting on her new appointment, Dales said: “I’m truly excited to join Churchill and the FM
industry. It touches on so many communities and business sectors that we are in a unique position to be
able to make wide-reaching environmental gains. Churchill has ambitious goals and I want to ensure that
we are always pushing ourselves to be an environmental leader in FM.”

SENIOR SUPPLY CHAIN HIRE FOR CLOUDFM
Technology-led facilities management company, Cloudfm, has appointed
Johnnie Robeson as Partner Director to help shape the future of its supply
chain.
Robeson has extensive supply chain and procurement management
experience within the construction industry and has worked in senior positions
for Berkeley Homes, Wates Construction and Balfour Beatty.
Reporting to John Cotton, Group Operations Director, the role will see
Robeson responsible for creating a sustainable and resilient supply chain
partner network with scalable capacity, capability and agility, to support the delivery of service
excellence to Cloudfm’s customers.
Cloudfm operates a national network of skilled tradespeople covering everything from HVAC to
roofing, electricians, builders and plumbers.

PAUL BEAN NAMED AS
NEW BELLROCK CEO

Bellrock
Property &
Facilities
Management
has appointed
Paul Bean as
its new Chief
Executive
Officer.
Taking over
the reins from David Smith, Bean brings a wealth of
experience to the company, having previously held
the position of CEO, UK & Europe for City FMH Ltd.
Prior to that, he was CEO of Mining Worldwide at
Sodexo. His breadth of knowledge and experience
spans over 20 years in a variety of other seniorlevel roles within the facilities and hospitality
management sectors, playing an important role in
creating and executing business strategies.
In his new role, Bean will be working closely
with Bellrock’s Management Board, alongside Sun
European Partners, LLP as they continue to broaden
its capability set and add strength to its technology
offering.
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RETHINKING

CAREERS
T

Business leaders need to explore non-traditional hires if
they want to guarantee the best teams, says Mark Wilson,
CEO of Wilson Fletcher

he world of work has changed profoundly
over the past two years. The pandemic
has brought a seismic shift in attitudes
towards how and where we work, both from
the perspectives of employee expectations and
employer licence.
Hybrid working has become commonplace, with
employers seeing that it can work and employees
wanting to continue working in a more flexible way.
Also, people no longer see themselves confined to
living near where they work.
Technology has enabled people to relocate should
they choose to, with Teams and other remote
conferencing tools now the norm in workplaces and
negating the need for as many face-to-face meetings.
Portfolio careers are on the rise too. Recent research
from the Department for Education has revealed that
the appetite for having more than one job at a time
is growing.

LATEST JOBS ON FMJ
 FACILITIES MANAGER
Salary: Competitive salary + company car
Location: South East
https://bit.ly/3nLEnVj

 ASSISTANT DIRECTOR – PROPERTY STRATEGIC
Salary: £77,462 - £88,557 per annum
Location: West Midlands
https://bit.ly/3IdIjry

 FACILITIES MANAGER
Salary: £40,000
Location: Liverpool
https://bit.ly/3R5eHAJ

jobs.fmj.co.uk
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Over
250 jobs live
on site

Around 37 per cent are pursuing a portfolio career
– six per cent more than pre-pandemic, with a
further one in four employed adults revealing they
would consider doing the same.
But there was a change happening in careers long
before we all went into lockdown; one that both
companies and new entrants to professional life
need to pay attention to.
JOB DESCRIPTIONS
My role is Managing Partner & CEO of Wilson Fletcher,
a small, specialist business innovation consultancy
I co-founded almost 20 years ago. I’m mainly a
practitioner, spending most of my time helping
leaders of established companies figure out where to
go next, and how to get there. I also set the direction
for our own company and help to grow and develop
the people in our team.
I’m a weird hybrid; part designer, part business
strategist, part all sorts of things. I have little
formal training in any of the things I do (and some
would say it shows...). Originally, I trained to be an
architect. I don’t fit a standard box and I often find
it hard to describe to people outside of our industry
what I actually do.
That’s a challenge, and, much more so, an
opportunity for young people joining companies
like ours at the start of their professional lives. As I
look across our team, we find it harder and harder to
come up with job titles for people because their roles
don’t have traditional limitations. And nor do the
people doing them.
Increasingly, as the digital economy rewrites the
rules of many aspects of everyday life and work, we
need people who haven’t followed traditional career
paths. We need diverse thinkers with varied interests
who are willing to build a unique body of experience
that makes them super-valuable.
In our team, I can give you two examples at
differing ends of the scale. Emma is a Managing
Partner in our business. She basically runs the place,
but she’s also an expert programme designer, able to
shape projects to deliver solutions to really complex

challenges. There’s no course out there teaching that
skill and I’m not sure there can be.
Emma did an applied arts degree, specialising
in jewellery-making. She joined us 11 years ago to
manage our research facilities. We could tell she
was smart, but we couldn’t possibly have known
that she’d end up where she is, and she’s grown a
skill set that few, if any, others have by thinking in
her way and collecting a diverse range of on-project
experiences over many years.
Meanwhile, at the start of her professional career
is Lauren, who joined us on an internship at the
beginning of the year. Lauren wrote to us after I’d
posted an article on LinkedIn saying that we were
looking to recruit and wanted people who didn’t fit
traditional boxes.
She did a fine art degree, then a Masters in
sustainable design, and is interested in design
research, which is what she’s currently doing with
us, already making an impressive contribution to the
work we do. I have no idea what she will be doing in
11 years time, but I will bet that she will also have
carved out a role that is equal parts hard to label and
incredibly valuable to the world we live in then: our
job is to help her gather the experiences she needs
to get there.
HYBRID PROFESSIONALS
So, as we shake off the imposed constraints from
the last two years and move into a world of hybrid
working, I’d urge all employers to open their minds
to recruiting interesting young people – tomorrow’s
hybrid professionals – whose CV is not obviously
vocational or ticking the boxes on a job spec. In
fact, in many cases, you can do away with those
traditional job specs. Instead put your needs out to
the market and listen to applications from people
who, while they may not fit in a neat box, could
prove to be the future of your business.
And to the new generation of people hitting the
workplace I’d say don’t be afraid to be honest about
not having a laser-sharp career path in your head,
and certainly don’t be afraid to feel your way for a
while, because all those experiences you collect in
areas that interest you will contribute to shaping a
career that’s all your own.
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CONTINUOUS

PROGRESSION
Stuart Gilby, Operational Training Manager at Develop Training
explains the value of Continuous Professional Development (CPD)
and how its benefits uniquely relate to facilities management

C

ontinuous Professional
Development (CPD) is often
underestimated in its value
to both recipients and employers.
Though a worthwhile pursuit in any
field, it is in constantly developing
sectors such as facilities management
where this upskilling practice provides
immediate, and consistent value.
CPD can be broadly defined as the
ongoing learning activities professionals
engage in to further develop their skills
and competency. This can include a
range of activities, from independent
learning to studying advanced
certifications, however the onus of
the process is always on an individual
perpetually developing their abilities.
WHY DOES CPD MATTER FOR
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT?
The framework of many industries is
subject to the constant changes of
regulation, and though for some this can
mean minor alterations to pre-existing
systems, in fields such as facilities
management, changing regulation

can mean the creation of entirely new
systems. For this reason alone, it is
immensely valuable for delegates to
demonstrate their relevant aptitude in a
changing field through CPD.
This demonstration of competency can
be of equal value to both employers and
delegates alike. For employers, CPD can
be an effective method of future-proofing
a business by upskilling its workforce. For
example, placing employees on relevant
courses in safety, new technology,
management and hygiene can enable
workplaces to stay ahead of tightening
regulations and develop good practices
in line with shifting industry expectations.
For delegates, practising CPD will
not only enable them to keep up
with industry expectations, but also
enable them to remain competitive
in a landscape where an increasing
number of individuals are gaining surplus
professional qualifications.
It’s for this reason in particular that
deciding what type of CPD to pursue
should be high priority - while all CPD
is of benefit, within certain industries

attaining access to the right training tools
is essential.
WHAT DOES THE RIGHT TYPE OF CPD
LOOK LIKE?
A reliable place to start looking for a
productive method of CPD is in the
pursuit of professional accreditation,
for facilities management this likely
means identifying courses, or training
programmes accredited by boards such
as Water UK, EU Skills, City and Guild,
the CITB or any other relevant to the
individual’s area.
Within that, selecting a course which
not only develops new skills but
potentially compounds upon old ones is
an excellent method for finding effective
forms of CPD. Though independent
learning and keeping track of one’s
progression is valuable in itself, choosing
an accredited, trusted course provider
is the most reliable way to demonstrate
CPD.
All of our courses are not only
accredited by boards such as these, but
each is designed with CPD specifically

in mind. Through our Continuous
Learning Loop, which is the foundation
of our course structures, we are able to
offer Post-Course Assessments to give
learners the chance to further reinforce
and develop the certifications they
receive from our training programmes.
Keeping up to date with the changing
landscape of facilities management will
always be a task for both employers and
workers alike, which is why seeking out
the right type of CPD is so important and
something we are passionate about.
THE TRUE BENEFITS OF CPD
Practising CPD will amongst many
things, ensure upkeep with the highest
safety standards, the benefits of which
are immediately obvious. However,
it’s important to also consider that
unsafe practices are being noticed and
subsequently punished in the industry
now more than ever. In particular,
constantly shifting understandings of
bacteria, waste and other biohazards
can quickly compound to a shortfall in
modern safety understanding, leading to
potential fines and sanctions.
Though safety will always be the
priority of any workplace, and is largely
where newfound regulation stems from,
the reality is that in a rapidly changing
landscape, regulation is now also
guided by newfound environmental
considerations, mental health and
wellbeing practices as much as efficiency,
safety and other traditional motivations.
Developing an awareness of these
newer considerations, such as emissions,
emotional intelligence, self-reflection
and stress has become integral to an
individual’s career progression. Pursuing
CPD can help navigate the leading
thoughts amongst these areas, whilst
also compounding and reinforcing
pre-existing skills, allowing individuals to
reach the forefront of their fields.
CPD can be seen as the route to
achieving one’s optimal career potential.
Whatever the motivations that may
be behind its implementation, it is an
empirically valuable practice for any
worker – and particularly those within
the vast world of facilities management.
Many businesses and individuals alike
already practice CPD without being fully
aware of it, which is exactly what makes
highlighting the practice essential. Its
imperative is already interwoven into the
mindset of every motivated worker, from
those on the ground to the CEO behind
them – it’s simply yet to be fully realised.
JULY 2022
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NHS Property Services appoints head
of equality, diversity and inclusion
Min Rodriguez has joined NHS Property Services as Head of
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion. Rodriguez joins the
organisation from Defence Equipment & Support (DE&S)/
Ministry of Defence and is a highly experienced senior
diversity and inclusion practitioner. Rodriguez will lead
NHSPS’ equality, diversity and inclusion transformation
to support the organisation’s commitment to create an
inclusive, collaborative and engaging environment where
colleagues feel valued and respected.

ACE launches equality, diversity
and inclusion campaign for the
built environment

Majority of employees
say being back in-office
is better than expected

Employees are not only adopting new ways of working,
refreshing old skills, and focusing on their wellbeing, they’re
also reassessing how they spend their time in the workplace.
This is according to a US based report from Envoy. While
many wrestled with the decision to return, once onsite
almost everyone (90 per cent) surveyed says that being back
is better than they expected. Amongst those required to
return, 91 per cent feel the office experience is better than
they thought it would be – and 42 per cent say that it truly
exceeded their expectations.

EMCOR UK signs Armed
Forces Covenant
EMCOR UK, which has pledged its support for the armed
forces and veterans by signing the Armed Forces Covenant
says that as a national facilities management service
provider with clients from numerous sectors including
defence, it is “well-positioned” to provide a career path for
those members, including ex-service personnel.
Dylan Wickenden, Executive Director, HR, at EMCOR UK,
said: “We already have a number of colleagues who come
from an Armed Forces background and have always been
proud to support them and their families. Signing the
Covenant solidifies our commitment and sends a clear
message to those looking for work following their service
that EMCOR UK is ready to help support and develop exservice colleagues as they move into civilian roles.”
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The Association for
Consultancy and Engineering
(ACE) which represents
the businesses large and
small that design, deliver
and manage our built
environment has launched
a major new industry-wide
ED&I campaign, Building
Inclusivity. Bringing
together partners including
Aspierations, Building
Equality and Constructing
Rainbows, the campaign
aims to help members create

more inclusive workspaces
ensuring the opportunity for
both meeting skills shortages
and retaining talent is seized.
The industry-level
campaign will initially
focus on three key areas of
inclusivity bringing together
experts, industry leaders
and individuals from the
LGBTQ+, neurodivergent and
Ethnic Minority communities
to discuss the barriers to
the creation of inclusive
workplaces. In addition

to the online roundtables,
expert commentary and the
sharing of practical tools
and advice, members will be
invited to contribute to the
creation of a five-point ED&I
plan which will feed into an
industry Workplace Charter
at a soon to be announced
Conference in London in
October.
Campaign content will
be added over the coming
weeks at: www.acenet.co.uk/
inclusivity

ACAS finds 60 per cent of employers have
seen an increase in hybrid working
Three in five employers (60 per cent) have seen an increase in
hybrid working for staff compared to before the Coronavirus
pandemic according to a new survey from ACAS. The poll also
found that over half of employers (52 per cent) have seen an
increase in staff working from home full-time.
ACAS Chief Executive, Susan Clews, said: "Many businesses
adapted to new ways of working during the pandemic and
it's unsurprising that most employers have seen an increase
in home and hybrid working among their staff.
"There are clear benefits to these types of flexible working, such as helping businesses
attract and retain staff. But there will be staff that are eager to get back to how they were
working before COVID-19 and hybrid or home working may not be practical for everyone.
"Employers will need to ensure that staff who work remotely have access to the same
opportunities as those that are physically in a workplace. ACAS has advice on how to keep
connected with staff that are hybrid or home working, consider whether it is suitable for
their workplace or if other types of flexible working are better suited for some roles."
ACAS advice is that hybrid working can help businesses attract and retain staff as well
as increase staff productivity. This is because the flexibility allows them to balance work
and personal responsibilities.

